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Praise:  
"A disturbing, transformative text that veers toward essential reading." -Kirkus Starred Review 
 
"An ambitious, epoch-spanning study of violence writ large across time and place . . . A fascinating and stimulating work 
sure to compel readers of anthropology, archaeology, history, and futurity." -Publishers Weekly 

From the author of Why the West Rules-for Now, a powerful and 
provocative exploration of how war has changed our society-for 
the better.  
 
"War! . . . . / What is it good for? / Absolutely nothing," says the 
famous song-but archaeology, history, and biology show that war in 
fact has been good for something. Surprising as it sounds, war has 
made humanity safer and richer. 
 
In War! What Is It Good For?, the renowned historian and 
archaeologist Ian Morris tells the gruesome, gripping story of 
fifteen thousand years of war, going beyond the battles and 
brutality to reveal what war has really done to and for the world. 
Stone Age people lived in small, feuding societies and stood a one-
in-ten or even one-in-five chance of dying violently. In the twentieth 
century, by contrast-despite two world wars, Hiroshima, and the 
Holocaust-fewer than one person in a hundred died violently. The 
explanation: War, and war alone, has created bigger, more 
complex societies, ruled by governments that have stamped out 
internal violence. Strangely enough, killing has made the world 
safer, and the safety it has produced has allowed people to make 
the world richer too. 
 
War has been history's greatest paradox, but this searching study 
of fifteen thousand years of violence suggests that the next half 
century is going to be the most dangerous of all time. If we can 
survive it, the age-old dream of ending war may yet come to pass. 
But, Morris argues, only if we understand what war has been good 
for can we know where it will take us next. 

War! What Is It Good For?  
Conflict and the Fate of Civilization from Primates to Robots 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-Kirkus starred review 
-Author appearances: West Coast; Chicago; 
Washington, D.C.; New York City; Dallas; Kansas 
City; Boston; including Global Affairs Councils 
-National publicity 
-National advertising 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Why the West Rules---for Now 9781400119981 Morris, Ian December 2010 $59.99

Ian Morris is the Jean and Rebecca Willard 
Professor of Classics and a professor of history at 
Stanford University and the author of a number 
of scholarly books, including The Dynamics of 
Ancient Empires. 
 
A native of the United Kingdom, Derek Perkins's 
audiobook narration skills are augmented by 
knowledge of three foreign languages and a 
facility with accents. He has narrated numerous 
titles in a wide range of fiction and nonfiction 
genres. 

Author(s): Ian Morris 
Read by: Derek Perkins 
Category: HISTORY/Military 
Print Publisher: Farrar, Straus & Giroux 04/15/2014 
Running Time: 16 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: North America 
Publication Date: 04/15/2014 
Trade | 9781494500191 | 13 CDs | $49.99 
Library | 9781494530198 | 13 CDs | $95.99 
MP3 | 9781494550196 | 2 CDs | $34.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 
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Praise:  
"[Finkel's] conclusions will send ripples into the world of creationism and among ark hunters." -Guardian 
 
"[Written] with great wit and warmth. . . . Finkel is a master at deciphering these ancient cuneiform clay tablets, but 
this book is far more than a fine piece of detective work: it is a humane work of scholarship that enlarges the soul." -
Observer 

The recent translation of a Babylonian tablet launches a 
groundbreaking investigation into one of the most famous stories 
in the world, challenging the way we look at ancient history.  
 
Since the Victorian period, it has been understood that the story of 
Noah, iconic in the Book of Genesis, and a central motif in Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam, derives from a much older story that existed 
centuries before in ancient Babylon. But the relationship between 
the Babylonian and biblical traditions was shrouded in mystery. 
Then, in 2009, Irving Finkel, a curator at the British Museum and a 
world authority on ancient Mesopotamia, found himself playing 
detective when a member of the public arrived at the museum with 
an intriguing cuneiform tablet from a family collection. Not only did 
the tablet reveal a new version of the Babylonian Flood Story; the 
ancient poet described the size and completely unexpected shape 
of the ark, and gave detailed boat building specifications. Decoding 
this ancient message wedge by cuneiform wedge, Dr. Finkel 
discovered where the Babylonians believed the ark came to rest 
and developed a new explanation of how the old story ultimately 
found its way into the Bible. In The Ark Before Noah, Dr. Finkel takes 
us on an adventurous voyage of discovery, opening the door to an 
enthralling world of ancient voices and new meanings. 

The Ark Before Noah  
Decoding the Story of the Flood 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Read by the author 
-Controversial: will send ripples through the 
religious world 
-Guest post from the author on 
everydayebook.com 
-National media appearances 
-National print features 
-Jewish book month promotion 

Irving Finkel is Assistant Keeper of ancient 
Mesopotamian script, languages, and cultures at 
the British Museum. He is the curator in charge of 
cuneiform inscriptions on tablets of clay from 
ancient Mesopotamia, of which the Middle East 
Department has the largest collection of any 
modern museum. Irving is the author of several 
academic articles and books on ancient Babylon.  

Author(s): Irving Finkel 
Read by: Irving Finkel 
Category: HISTORY/Expeditions & Discoveries 
Print Publisher: Doubleday 03/25/2014 
Running Time: 13 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: North America 
Publication Date: 04/30/2014 
Trade | 9781494501365 | 11 CDs | $90.99 
Library | 9781494531362 | 11 CDs | $44.99 
MP3 | 9781494551360 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Guardian of the Republic is a book to savor-entertaining, fearless, and fun." -Mark Levin
 
"Informed by his dedicated military and public service, West provides a compelling defense of the conservative values 
he believes must guide the debate as we confront the political, economic and social challenges that face our nation." -
Donald Rumsfeld 

Guardian of the Republic is an engrossing account of the inspiring 
life and uncensored views of a veteran, patriot, former 
Congressman, conservative icon, and warrior for personal liberty.  
 
Over the course of the past few decades, Allen West has had many 
titles bestowed on him, among them Lt. Colonel, U.S. 
Representative, "Dad," and Scourge of the Far Left. He rose from 
humble beginnings in Atlanta where his father instilled in him a 
code of conduct that would inform his life ever after. Throughout his 
years leading troops, raising a loving family, serving as 
Congressman in Florida's 22nd district, and emerging as one of the 
most authentic voices in conservative politics, West has never 
compromised the core values on which he was raised: family, faith, 
tradition, service, honor, fiscal responsibility, courage, freedom. 
 
Today, these values are under attack as never before, and as the 
far Left intensifies its assaults, few have been as vigorous as West 
in pushing back. He refuses to let up, calling out an Obama 
administration that cares more about big government than following 
the Constitution, so-called black "leaders" who sell out their 
communities in exchange for pats on the head, and a segment of 
the media that sees vocal black conservatives as threats to be 
silenced. 
 
Now more than ever, the American republic needs a guardian: a 
principled, informed conservative who understands where we came 
from, who can trace the philosophical roots of our faith and 
freedom, and who has a plan to get America back on track. West 
isn't afraid to speak truth to power, and in this book he'll share the 
experiences that shaped him and the beliefs he would die to 
defend. 

Guardian of the Republic  
An American Ronin's Journey to Faith, Family, and Freedom 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Read by the author 
-National broadcast, conservative and political 
programming 
-National conservative radio campaign 
-National print and online attention 
-Author interviews out of New York, D.C., Florida 
-Five-seven city author tour, markets TBD 
-Author's residence: Palm Beach Gardens, FL 

Allen West is the third of four generations of 
military members in his family. During his twenty-
two-year Army career he commanded troops and 
deployed to several combat zones. He was 
elected to Congress in 2010, representing the 
22nd district of Florida for one term. He lives with 
his family in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida. 

Author(s): Allen West 
Read by: Allen West 
Category: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/Personal Memoirs 
Print Publisher: Crown Forum 04/01/2014 
Running Time: 4 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/14/2014 
Trade | 9781452619422 | 4 CDs | $34.99 
Library | 9781452649429 | 4 CDs | $59.99 
MP3 | 9781452669427 | 1 CD | $19.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Guardian of the Republic is a book to savor-entertaining, fearless, and fun." -Mark Levin 
 
"Informed by his dedicated military and public service, West provides a compelling defense of the conservative values 
he believes must guide the debate as we confront the political, economic and social challenges that face our nation." -
Donald Rumsfeld 

Guardian of the Republic is an engrossing account of the inspiring 
life and uncensored views of a veteran, patriot, former 
Congressman, conservative icon, and warrior for personal liberty.  
 
Over the course of the past few decades, Allen West has had many 
titles bestowed on him, among them Lt. Colonel, U.S. 
Representative, "Dad," and Scourge of the Far Left. He rose from 
humble beginnings in Atlanta where his father instilled in him a 
code of conduct that would inform his life ever after. Throughout his 
years leading troops, raising a loving family, serving as 
Congressman in Florida's 22nd district, and emerging as one of the 
most authentic voices in conservative politics, West has never 
compromised the core values on which he was raised: family, faith, 
tradition, service, honor, fiscal responsibility, courage, freedom. 
 
Today, these values are under attack as never before, and as the 
far Left intensifies its assaults, few have been as vigorous as West 
in pushing back. He refuses to let up, calling out an Obama 
administration that cares more about big government than following 
the Constitution, so-called black "leaders" who sell out their 
communities in exchange for pats on the head, and a segment of 
the media that sees vocal black conservatives as threats to be 
silenced. 
 
Now more than ever, the American republic needs a guardian: a 
principled, informed conservative who understands where we came 
from, who can trace the philosophical roots of our faith and 
freedom, and who has a plan to get America back on track. West 
isn't afraid to speak truth to power, and in this book he'll share the 
experiences that shaped him and the beliefs he would die to 
defend. 

Guardian of the Republic  
An American Ronin's Journey to Faith, Family, and Liberty 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Read by the author 
-National broadcast, conservative and political 
programming 
-National conservative radio campaign 
-National print and online attention 
-Author interviews out of New York, D.C., Florida 
-Five-seven city author tour, markets TBD 
-Author's residence: Palm Beach Gardens, FL 

Allen West is the third of four generations of 
military members in his family. During his twenty-
two-year Army career he commanded troops and 
deployed to several combat zones. He was 
elected to Congress in 2010, representing the 
22nd district of Florida for one term. He lives with 
his family in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida. 

Author(s): Allen West 
Read by: Allen West 
Category: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/Personal Memoirs 
Print Publisher: Crown Forum 04/01/2014 
Running Time: 4 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/14/2014 
Trade | 9781452619422 | 4 CDs | $34.99 
Library | 9781452649429 | 4 CDs | $59.99 
MP3 | 9781452669427 | 1 CD | $19.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Meg Meeker, MD, acclaimed author of Strong Fathers, Strong 
Daughters, now turns to an equally powerful relationship in the 
family: the one between mother and son.  
 
From the moment a mother holds her newborn son, his eyes tell 
her that she is his world. But often, as he grows up, the boy who 
needs her simultaneously pushes her away. Calling upon thirty 
years of experience as a pediatrician, Meg Meeker, MD, a highly 
sought-after national speaker, assistant professor of clinical 
medicine, and mother of four, shares the secrets that every mother 
needs to know in order to strengthen-or rebuild-her relationship 
with her son. 
 
This empowering book offers a road map to help mothers find the 
strength and confidence to raise extraordinary sons by providing 
encouragement, education, and practical advice about

� the need for mothers to exercise courage and be bolder and 
more confident about advising and directing their boys 

� the crucial role mothers play in expressing love to sons in 
healthy ways so they learn to respect and appreciate women 
as they grow up 

� the importance of teaching sons about the values of hard 
work, community service, and a well-developed inner life 

� the natural traps mothers of boys often fall into-and how to 
avoid them 

When a mother holds her baby boy for the first time, she also 
instinctively knows something else: If she does her job right and 
raises her son with self-esteem, support, and wisdom, he will 
become the man she knows he was meant to be. 

Strong Mothers, Strong Sons  
Lessons Mothers Need to Raise Extraordinary Men 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-Social media promotion 
-National media attention 
-National/local review and feature print attention 
-National/local radio attention 
-Online review and feature attention 
-Author's Web site: megmeekermd.com 
-Author's residence: Traverse City, MI 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
The 10 Habits of Happy Mothers 9781452600499 Meeker, M.D., Meg March 2011 $29.99

Meg Meeker, MD, has spent more than twenty 
years practicing pediatric and adolescent 
medicine. She is the author of several books, 
including the bestselling Strong Fathers/Strong 
Daughters: Ten Secrets Every Father Should Know. 
 
Marguerite Gavin has recorded over three 
hundred audiobooks in nearly every genre. A 
nominee for the prestigious Audie Award, she was 
won both AudioFile Earphones and Publishers 
Weekly Listen-Up Awards. AudioFile magazine says 
"Marguerite Gavin . . . has a sonorous voice, rich 
and full of emotion." 

Author(s): Meg Meeker, M.D. 
Read by: Marguerite Gavin 
Category: FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS/Adolescence 
Print Publisher: Ballantine Books 04/08/2014 
Running Time: 10 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/08/2014 
Trade | 9781452619668 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452649665 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669663 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise: 
 
"Keegan brings self-awareness to the collective insecurity of her peers even as she captures it with a precision that only 
comes from someone who feels it too. How unfortunate that she will never know the value readers will find in her work." 
-Publishers Weekly 

An affecting and hope-filled posthumous collection of essays and 
stories from the talented young Yale graduate whose title essay 
captured the world's attention in 2012 and turned her into an icon 
for her generation.  
 
Marina Keegan's star was on the rise when she graduated magna 
cum laude from Yale in May 2012. She had a play that was to be 
produced at the New York International Fringe Festival and a job 
waiting for her at the New Yorker. Tragically, five days after 
graduation, Marina died in a car crash. 
 
As her family, friends, and classmates, deep in grief, joined to 
create a memorial service for Marina, her unforgettable last essay 
for the Yale Daily News, "The Opposite of Loneliness," went viral, 
receiving more than 1.4 million hits. She had struck a chord. 
 
Even though she was just twenty-two when she died, Marina left 
behind a rich, expansive trove of prose that, like her title essay, 
captures the hope, uncertainty, and possibility of her generation. 
The Opposite of Loneliness is an assemblage of Marina's essays and 
stories that, like The Last Lecture, articulates the universal struggle 
that all of us face as we figure out what we aspire to be and how we 
can harness our talents to make an impact on the world. 

The Opposite of Loneliness  
Essays and Stories 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-Introduction by Anne Fadiman 
-National TV, print, and radio publicity campaign 
-Events in New Haven (CT), the Berkshires, and 
New York 
-National print advertising in The New Yorker 
-National online advertising campaign 
-Web site: TheOppositeofLoneliness.com 

Marina Keegan is the author of several essays 
and articles. She wrote for the Yale Daily News and 
co-wrote the musical Independents. After she 
graduated from Yale University in May 2012, 
Marina was killed in a car crash on Cape Cod. 
 
AudioFile Earphones Award winner Emily Woo 
Zeller has been described by AudioFile magazine 
as doing "an extraordinary job of varying the 
voices in the dialogue without losing the intimacy 
of the story." While she specializes in Asian 
American narratives, Emily's work spans a broad 
spectrum, including young adult fiction. 

Author(s): Marina Keegan 
Read by: Emily Woo Zeller 
Category: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/Personal Memoirs 
Print Publisher: Scribner 04/08/2014 
Running Time: 8 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/08/2014 
Trade | 9781494501259 | 7 CDs | $37.99 
Library | 9781494531256 | 7 CDs | $77.99 
MP3 | 9781494551254 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise: 
 
"My Gentle Barn is a wonderful book. You'll love Ellie Laks and the animals she rescued--and who rescued her back." -Sy 
Montgomery, The Good Good Pig 
 
"Descriptive and sensitive stories of one woman and the animals she rescued from abuse and death." -Kirkus 

In this inspiring memoir, Ellie Laks shares how her lifelong love of 
animals led her to found The Gentle Barn, a nonprofit dedicated to 
rescuing and rehabilitating abused and neglected animals.  
 
Founder Ellie Laks started The Gentle Barn after adopting a sick 
goat from a run-down petting zoo in 1999. Some two hundred 
animals later (including chickens, horses, pigs, cows, rabbits, emus, 
and more), The Gentle Barn has become an extraordinary nonprofit 
that brings together a volunteer staff of community members and 
at-risk teens to rehabilitate abandoned and/or abused animals. As 
Ellie teaches the volunteers to care for the animals, they learn a 
new language of healing that works wonders on the humans as well.
 
My Gentle Barn weaves together the story of how the Barn came to 
be what it is today with Ellie's own journey. Filled with heartwarming 
animal stories and inspiring recoveries, My Gentle Barn is a feel-
good account that will delight animal lovers and memoir readers 
alike. 

My Gentle Barn  
Creating a Sanctuary Where Animals Heal and Children Learn to 
Hope 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-Ellen DeGeneres and Portia de Rossi are huge 
supporters of the Barn 
-National print and online feature attention 
-National and regional NPR campaign 
-Local author interviews out of Los Angeles 
-Author's Web site: gentlebarn.org 
-Author's residence: outside of Los Angeles, CA 

Ellie Laks is the founder of The Gentle Barn, an 
animal sanctuary that rescues and rehabilitates 
severely abused and neglected farm animals. 
She lives outside of Los Angeles.  

Author(s): Ellie Laks 
Read by: Hillary Huber 
Category: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/Personal Memoirs 
Print Publisher: Harmony Books 03/25/2014 
Running Time: 9 hrs 37 min 
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 03/25/2014 
Trade | 9781494500443 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494530440 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550448 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise: 
"A fact-filled and amusing trek through nature's dark side that adroitly combines learning and the yuck factor." -Kirkus 
 
"I am in awe of Dan's ability to make the most disgusting and repulsive things seem fascinating and, frankly, beautiful. 
I wish he'd write the press releases for my show. This is very cool." -Craig Ferguson, host of The Late Late Show 

Mother Nature may be awe-inspiring and beautiful, but she's also 
incredibly dangerous and, as Dan Riskin explains, out to get you.  
 
It may be a wonderful world, but as Dan Riskin explains, it's also a 
dangerous, disturbing, and disgusting one. At every turn, it seems, 
living things are trying to eat us, poison us, use our bodies as their 
homes, or have us spread their eggs. In Mother Nature Is Trying to 
Kill You, Riskin is our guide through the natural world at its most 
gloriously ruthless. 
 
Using the seven deadly sins as a road map, Riskin offers dozens of 
jaw-dropping examples that illuminate how brutal nature can truly 
be. From slothful worms that hide in your body for up to thirty years 
to wrathful snails with poisonous harpoons that can kill you in less 
than five minutes to lustful ducks that have orgasms faster than 
you can blink, these fascinating accounts reveal the candid truth 
about "gentle" Mother Nature's true colors. 
 
Riskin's passion for the strange and his enthusiastic expertise bring 
Earth's most fascinating flora and fauna into vivid focus. Through 
his adventures- which include sliding on his back through a thick 
soup of bat guano just to get face-to-face with a vampire bat, 
befriending a parasitic maggot that has taken root on his head, 
and coming to grips with having offspring of his own-Riskin makes 
unexpected discoveries not just about the world all around us but 
also about the ways this brutal world has shaped us as humans and 
what our responsibilities are to this terrible, wonderful planet we call 
home. 

Mother Nature Is Trying to Kill You  
A Lively Tour Through the Dark Side of the Natural World 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Read by the author 
-Host of Animal Planet's Monsters Inside Me 
-Feature title at the American Library Association 
conference and professional conferences 
-National print, TV, and radio publicity 
-Author's Web site: noctilio.com 
-Author's residence: Toronto, Canada 

Dan Riskin, Ph.D, is an evolutionary biologist and 
passionate ambassador of science to popular 
audiences. He co-hosts Daily Planet on Discovery 
Canada and has appeared on The Dr. Oz Show, 
Evolve, and Bedbug Apocalypse. He is also the host 
of Animal Planet's Monsters Inside Me. Dan 
graduated from Cornell University with a Ph.D in 
zoology. He lives in Toronto, Canada, with his 
family. 

Author(s): Dan Riskin, Ph.D 
Read by: Dan Riskin, PhD 
Category: SCIENCE/Life Sciences 
Print Publisher: Touchstone 03/04/2014 
Running Time: 8 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 03/31/2014 
Trade | 9781452619552 | 5 CDs | $37.99 
Library | 9781452649559 | 5 CDs | $77.99 
MP3 | 9781452669557 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Beam offers a captivating saga of Smith's rise and fall. . . . Anyone interested in the formation and transformation of 
Mormonism as well as the intersection of religion, politics, and U.S. history will enjoy this fascinating book." -Booklist 
Starred Review 
 
"Beam is the consummate journalist, precise about his research and offering judgment only where there is ample proof 
of wrongdoing." -Kirkus 

Noted journalist Alex Beam examines the fall of Joseph Smith, 
founder of the Church of Latter-Day Saints, and its effect in 
American history.  
 
On June 27, 1844, a mob stormed the jail in the dusty frontier town 
of Carthage, Illinois. Clamorous and angry, they were hunting down 
a man they saw as a grave threat to their otherwise quiet lives: the 
founding prophet of Mormonism, Joseph Smith. They wanted blood. 
 
At thirty-nine years old, Smith had already lived an outsized life. In 
addition to starting the Church of Latter-Day Saints and creating his 
own "Golden Bible"-the Book of Mormon-he had worked as a water-
dowser and treasure hunter. He'd led his people to Ohio, then 
Missouri, then Illinois, where he founded a city larger than fledgling 
Chicago. He was running for President. And, secretly, he had 
married more than thirty women. 
 
In American Crucifixion, Alex Beam tells how Smith went from 
charismatic leader to public enemy: how his most seismic 
revelation-the doctrine of polygamy-created a rift among his 
people; how that schism turned to violence; and how, ultimately, 
Smith could not escape the consequences of his ambition and 
pride. 
 
Mormonism is America's largest and most enduring native religion, 
and the "martyrdom" of Joseph Smith is one of its transformational 
events. Smith's brutal assassination propelled the Mormons to 
colonize the American West and claim their place in the mainstream 
of American history. American Crucifixion is a gripping story of 
scandal and violence, with deep roots in our national identity. 

American Crucifixion  
The Murder of Joseph Smith and the Fate of the Mormon Church 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous Release 
-Booklist starred review 
-Beam is a columnist for the Boston Globe and for 
the International Herald Tribune 
-Author's Web site: alexbeam.net 
-Author's residence: Boston, MA 

Alex Beam is a columnist for the Boston Globe. 
He was a Knight Journalism Fellow at Stanford 
University. Before joining the Globe as a business 
reporter in 1986, he worked for Newsweek and 
BusinessWeek. He is the author of Gracefully 
Insane and A Great Idea at the Time. Alex lives in 
Boston. 
 
Michael Prichard is a professional narrator and 
stage and film actor who has played several 
thousand characters during his career. An Audie 
Award winner, he has recorded well over five 
hundred books and has earned several AudioFile 
Earphones Awards. Michael was also named a Top 
Ten Golden Voice by SmartMoney magazine. 

Author(s): Alex Beam 
Read by: Michael Prichard 
Category: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/Religious 
Print Publisher: Public Affairs 04/22/2014 
Running Time: 10 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: North America 
Publication Date: 04/22/2014 
Trade | 9781494501471 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494531478 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494551476 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise: 
"A breathtaking look at a troubled nation exploited by greedy forces within and without." -Booklist Starred Review 
 
"The author skillfully captures the smallest details of life in a destitute land, blending the sordid history of Congo with his 
battle to forge a career in a troubled and forsaken country." -Publishers Weekly 

In the powerful travel-writing tradition of Ryszard Kapuscinski and 
V. S. Naipaul, a haunting memoir of a dangerous and disorienting 
year of self-discovery in one of the world's unhappiest countries.  
 
In the powerful travel-writing tradition of Ryszard Kapuscinski and V. 
S. Naipaul, a haunting memoir of a dangerous and disorienting 
year of self-discovery in one of the world's unhappiest countries. 

Stringer  
A Reporter's Journey in the Congo 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Booklist starred review 
-Author appearance on The Daily Show with Jon 
Stewart 
-National media appearances 
-National print features 
-Select author appearances 
-Author's residence: Kigali, Rwanda 

Anjan Sundaram is an award-winning journalist 
who has reported from Africa and the Middle East 
for the New York Times and the Associated Press. 
He lives in Kigali, Rwanda. 
 
Neil Shah is an Audie Award-nominated narrator 
and voice-over artist who has recorded over 
twenty audiobooks, including I Am an Executioner 
by Rajesh Parameswaran (Audie nomination), The 
Hundred-Foot Journey by Richard C. Morais, and 
Eternal on the Water by Joseph Monninger. 

Author(s): Anjan Sundaram 
Read by: Neil Shah 
Category: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY/Editors, Journalists, Publishers 
Print Publisher: Doubleday 01/07/2014 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: North America 
Publication Date: 04/14/2014 
Trade | 9781494501044 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494531041 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494551049 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"An engrossing report on the industrialized American meat business…a richly detailed examination of factory farming, 
which has reshaped small-town life for the worse. . . . An authoritative look at a ruthlessly efficient system." -Kirkus 
Starred Review 
 
"Cruelty, greed, and monopoly power--that is what Christopher Leonard has found at the heart of America's meat 
packing industry. This book offers a devastating portrait of an industry's irresponsible behavior." -Eric Schlosser, author 

An investigative journalist takes you inside the corporate meat 
industry-a shocking, in-depth report every American should hear.  
 
How much do you know about the meat on your dinner plate? 
Journalist Christopher Leonard spent more than a decade covering 
the country's biggest meat companies, including four years as the 
national agribusiness reporter for the Associated Press. Now he 
delivers the first comprehensive look inside the industrial meat 
system, exposing how a handful of companies executed an 
audacious corporate takeover of the nation's meat supply. 
 
Leonard's revealing account shines a light on the inner workings of 
Tyson Foods, a pioneer of the industrial system that dominates the 
market. You'll learn how the food industry got to where it is today 
and how companies like Tyson have escaped the scrutiny they 
deserve. You'll discover how these companies are able to raise 
meat prices for consumers while pushing down the price they pay to 
farmers. And you'll even see how big business and politics have 
derailed efforts to change the system, from a years-long legal fight 
in Iowa to the Obama administration's recent failed attempt to pass 
reforms. 
 
Important, timely, and explosive, The Meat Racket is an unvarnished 
portrait of the food industry that now dominates America's 
heartland. 

The Meat Racket  
The Secret Takeover of America's Food Business 
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-Kirkus starred review 
-National media campaign 
-Online publicity 
-Author's residence: outside Washington, D.C 

Christopher Leonard is the former national 
agribusiness reporter for the Associated Press. 
His work has appeared in Fortune, Slate, and the 
New York Times. He lives outside Washington, 
D.C. 
 
John Pruden is a professional voice actor who 
records audiobooks, corporate and online training 
narrations, animation and video game characters, 
and radio and TV commercials. His audiobooks 
include The Sisters Brothers by Patrick deWitt, 
which was chosen by the Washington Post as the 
best audiobook of 2011. 
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Praise:  
"One need not have an interest in AA to benefit from this fine introduction to spirituality." -Library Journal 
 
"An inspiring guide, offering comfort…to those who want to stop striving for perfection and start living." -Publishers 
Weekly 

Drawing from Christianity, Buddhism, Judaism, and Greek 
philosophy, Katherine Ketcham and Ernest Kurtz outline a 
spirituality and way of living in turbulent times.  
 
I am not perfect is a simple statement of profound truth, the first 
step toward understanding the human condition, for to deny your 
essential imperfection is to deny yourself and your own humanity. 
The spirituality of imperfection, steeped in the rich traditions of the 
Hebrew prophets and Greek thinkers, Buddhist sages and Christian 
disciples, is a message as timeless as it is timely. This insightful 
work draws on the wisdom stories of the ages to provide an 
extraordinary wellspring of hope and inspiration to anyone thirsting 
for spiritual growth and guidance in these troubled times. 
 
Who are we? Why so we so often fall short of our goals for 
ourselves and others? By seeking to understand our limitations and 
accept the inevitably of failure and pain, we being to ease the hurt 
and move toward a greater sense of serenity and self-awareness. 
The Spirituality Of Imperfection brings together stories from many 
spiritual and philosophical paths, weaving past traditions into a 
spirituality and a new way of thinking and living that works today. It 
speaks so anyone who yearns to find meaning within suffering. 
Beyond theory and technique, inside this remarkable book you will 
find a new way of thinking, a way of living that enables a truly 
human existence. 
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-First time on audio 
-Ketcham is a New York Times bestselling author 
-Ketcham's residence: Walla Walla, WA 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Miss O'Dell 9781400114917 Ketcham, Katherine November 2009 $39.99

Ernest Kurtz is the author of Not-God, one of the 
definitive histories of Alcoholics Anonymous, as 
well as other books on spirituality and alcohol 
dependency and recovery. 
 
Katherine Ketcham is coauthor of twelve books, 
including the bestseller Under the Influence: A 
Guide to the Myths and Realities of Alcoholism, with 
James Milam, and Beyond the Influence: 
Understanding and Defeating Alcoholism, with 
William F. Ashbury. 
 
David Drummond has made his living as an actor 
for over twenty-five years, and he received an 
AudioFile Earphones Award for his first audiobook, 
Love 'Em or Lose 'Em. 
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Thirty acclaimed writers share their personal birth stories-the 
extraordinary, the ordinary, the terrifying, the sublime, and the 
profane.  
 
It's an elemental, almost animalistic urge-the expectant mother's 
hunger for birth narratives. Bookstores are filled with month-by-
month pregnancy manuals, but the shelves are virtually empty of 
artful, entertaining, unvarnished accounts of labor and delivery-the 
stories that new mothers need most. 
 
Here is a book that transcends the limits of how-to guides and 
honors the act of childbirth in the twenty-first century. Eleanor 
Henderson and Anna Solomon have gathered true birth stories by 
women who have made self-expression their business, including 
Cheryl Strayed, Julia Glass, Lauren Groff, Dani Shapiro, and many 
other luminaries. 
 
In Labor Day, you'll hear about women determined to give birth 
naturally and others begging for epidurals; women who pushed for 
hours and women whose labors were over practically before they'd 
started; women giving birth to twins and to ten-pound babies. 
These women give birth in the hospital, at home, in bathtubs, and, 
yes, even in the car. Some revel in labor, some fear labor, some 
feel defeated by labor, some are fulfilled by it-and all are amazed 
by it. You will laugh, weep, squirm, perhaps groan in recognition, 
and undoubtedly gasp with surprise. And then you'll call every 
mother or mother-to-be that you know and say "You must listen to 
Labor Day." 

Labor Day  
True Birth Stories by Today's Best Women Writers 
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-Simultaneous release 
-Author appearances 
-National publicity and advertising 
-Authors' Web sites: eleanorhenderson.net and 
annasolomon.com 
-Authors' residence: Henderson-Ithaca, NY; 
Solomon-Providence, RI 

Eleanor Henderson is the award-winning author of 
Ten Thousand Saints, which was named one of the 
Top 10 Books of 2011 by the New York Times and 
was a finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book 
Prize. 
 
Anna Solomon is the award-winning author of the 
critically acclaimed novel The Little Bride. Anna's 
fiction has appeared in One Story, the Georgia 
Review, the Harvard Review, the Missouri Review, 
Shenandoah, and elsewhere. 
 
Cris Dukehart has narrated books in a plethora of 
genres, from romance, science fiction, and young 
adult to children's literature and autobiography. 
 
Hillary Huber garners consistently glowing reviews 
for her audio work. She has earned several Audie 
Award nominations, including for A Field of 
Darkness by Cornelia Read, and she is also an 
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Praise:  
"An intriguing tour d'horizon of the world of sound." -Kirkus 
 
"Cox reminds us not only of the sonic marvels we often miss, but also how those sounds affect us." -Publishers Weekly 

A tour of the world's most amazing acoustic phenomena that 
reveals how sound works in everyday life.  
 
Trevor Cox is on a hunt for the sonic wonders of the world. A 
renowned expert who engineers classrooms and concert halls, Cox 
has made a career of eradicating bizarre and unwanted sounds. But 
after an epiphany in the London sewers, Cox now revels in exotic 
noises-creaking glaciers, whispering galleries, stalactite organs, 
musical roads, humming dunes, seals that sound like alien angels, 
and a Mayan pyramid that chirps like a bird. With forays into 
archaeology, neuroscience, biology, and design, Cox explains how 
sound is made and altered by the environment, how our body 
reacts to peculiar noises, and how these mysterious wonders 
illuminate sound's surprising dynamics in everyday settings-from 
your bedroom to the opera house. The Sound Book encourages us to 
become better listeners in a world dominated by the visual and to 
open our ears to the glorious cacophony all around us. 
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-One of Publishers Weekly's Top 10 Science titles 
to anticipate 
-Author has appeared on the Discovery and 
National Geographic channels 
-Major review attention 
-National media interviews 
-Online promotion 
-Web site: sonicwonders.org 
-Author's residence: Manchester, England 

A professor of acoustic engineering, Trevor Cox 
has appeared on the Discovery and National 
Geographic channels, produced seventeen BBC 
radio documentaries, and holds the Guinness 
Record for discovering the world's "Longest Echo." 
He lives in Manchester, England. 
 
Jonathan Cowley is a British actor whose recording 
of The Tower, the Zoo and the Tortoise by Julia 
Stuart earned him an AudioFile Earphones Award. 
He has narrated many audiobooks as well as film 
trailers and documentaries on both sides of the 
Atlantic. 
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From Lewis Dartnell, a brilliantly original guide to the fundamentals 
of science and how it built our modern world as well as a thought 
experiment about the very idea of scientific knowledge itself.  
 
How would you go about rebuilding a technological society from 
scratch? 
 
If our technological society collapsed tomorrow, perhaps from a viral 
pandemic or catastrophic asteroid impact, what would be the one 
book you would want to press into the hands of the postapocalyptic 
survivors? What crucial knowledge would they need to survive in the 
immediate aftermath and to rebuild civilization as quickly as 
possible-a guide for rebooting the world? 
 
Regarded as one of the brightest young scientists of his 
generation, Lewis Dartnell proposes that the key to preserving 
civilization in an apocalyptic scenario is to provide a quickstart 
guide, adapted to cataclysmic circumstances. The Knowledge 
describes many of the modern technologies we employ, but first it 
explains the fundamentals upon which they are built. Every piece of 
technology rests on an enormous support network of other 
technologies, all interlinked and mutually dependent. You can't 
hope to build a radio, for example, without understanding how to 
acquire the raw materials it requires, as well as generate the 
electricity needed to run it. But Dartnell doesn't just provide specific 
information for starting over; he also reveals the greatest invention 
of them all-the phenomenal knowledge-generating machine that is 
the scientific method itself. This would allow survivors to learn 
technological advances not explicitly explored in The Knowledge as 
well as things we have yet to discover. 
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-Simultaneous release 
-National publicity and review coverage
-Radio phoner campaign 
-Online and social network promotions 
-Comprehensive Internet/blog campaign 
-Author's Web site: lewisdartnell.com 
-Author's residence: London, UK 

Lewis Dartnell is a UK Space Agency research 
fellow at the University of Leicester, working in 
the field of astrobiology and the search for 
microbial life on Mars. The author of Life in the 
Universe and My Tourist Guide to the Solar System, 
he has won several awards for his science writing 
and outreach work. 
 
British narrator John Lee has read audiobooks in 
almost every conceivable genre, from Charles 
Dickens to Patrick O'Brian. He has won numerous 
Audie Awards and AudioFile Earphones Awards, 
and he was named a Golden Voice by AudioFile in 
2009. 
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Praise:  
"Not only does this book show you how to optimize your heart and brain health, but following this plan could even save 
your life." -Daniel Amen, MD, author of Change Your Brain, Change Your Life 
 
"A must for every primary care physician." -Bryan Glick, DO, Founding Physician at N1 Health of Scottsdale, AZ 

Bradley Bale, MD, and Amy Doneen, ARNP, provide a 
revolutionary, personalized guide to preventing heart disease 
based on genetic factors.  
 
Heart disease is the number one cause of death in America. It 
affects eighty-one million Americans and is the culprit in one of 
every two deaths in the United States. Most people think that they 
are not at risk of a heart attack if they control their cholesterol and 
blood pressure, but they aren't aware of other major risk factors. 
The good news is that with the right information and strategies, 
heart attacks are preventable-even if heart disease runs in the 
family. 
 
In Beat the Heart Attack Gene, world-renowned cardiovascular 
specialists Bradley Bale, MD, and Amy Doneen, ARNP, present a 
new model for understanding and preventing heart disease. They 
explain the three different genetic types of cholesterol profiles and 
tailor treatments for each type, using their cutting-edge 
Bale/Doneen Method, a simple, comprehensive prevention plan 
that detects cardiovascular disease (CVD) at early stages. Beat the 
Heart Attack Gene includes easy quizzes and self-tests that show 
how to determine cholesterol genotype as well as advice for how to 
apply that knowledge through nutritional and lifestyle changes. For 
heart attack and stroke survivors, the Bale/Doneen Method also 
helps prevent recurrences by identifying and treating what's 
triggering the patient's disease-a crucial step that many 
cardiologists neglect. 
 
With their proven method utilized by healthcare professionals 
worldwide, Bale and Doneen empower listeners by alerting them to 
potential health threats, and then offer personalized, evidence-
based strategies so they can live healthy, active lives without fear 

Beat the Heart Attack Gene  
The Revolutionary Plan to Prevent Heart Disease, Stroke, and 
Diabetes 
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-Bonus material included 
-Foreword by Larry King and preface by Tommy 
Thompson 
-National and local publicity and review coverage 
-Radio phoner campaign 
-Social media campaign 
-TV and radio book tour 
-Author Web site: baledoneen.com 

Bradley Bale, MD, is a cofounder of the Heart 
Attack & Stroke Prevention Center. He has been 
published in many medical journals and is a 
noted public speaker. 
 
Amy Doneen, ARNP, is cofounder, with Bradley 
Bale, MD, of the Heart Attack & Stroke Prevention 
Center. She is also the chair of the Pacific 
Northwest Preventative Cardiovascular Nurses 
Association. 
 
Lisa Collier Cool is a bestselling author, blogger 
for Yahoo! Health, and winner of 19 medical 
journalism awards. 
 
Bob Souer is a full-time professional storyteller 
and narrator. He has narrated numerous 
audiobooks, as well as broadcast and 
nonbroadcast projects for corporations and 
ministries across North America. 
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Praise:  
"A thoughtful volume filled with practical solutions for emotional eaters everywhere." -Madelyn H. Fernstrom, PhD, CNS
 
"50 Ways to Soothe Yourself Without Food makes complex psychological concepts simple and accessible." -Kathleen 
Burns Kingsbury, LMHC, CPCC 

Dr. Susan Albers gives listeners the skills and practices for relaxing 
the body in times of stress and ending dependence on eating as a 
coping mechanism.  
 
Food has the power to temporarily alleviate stress and sadness, 
enhance joy, and bring us comfort when we need it most. It's no 
wonder experts estimate that 75 percent of overeating is triggered 
by our emotions, not physical hunger. The good news is you can 
instead soothe yourself through dozens of mindful activities that 
are healthy for both body and mind. 
 
Susan Albers, author of Eating Mindfully, now offers 50 Ways to Soothe 
Yourself Without Food, a collection of mindfulness skills and practices 
for relaxing the body in times of stress and ending your 
dependence on eating as a means of coping with difficult emotions. 
You'll not only discover easy ways to soothe urges to overeat, you'll 
also learn how to differentiate emotion-driven hunger from healthy 
hunger. Reach for this instead of the refrigerator next time you feel 
the urge to snack-these alternatives are just as satisfying! 

50 Ways to Soothe Yourself Without Food 
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-Author of Eating Mindfully 
-Albers has been featured in O, the Oprah 
Magazine, Health, Self, Fitness, Family Circle, Natural 
Health, and The Wall Street Journal 
-Appearances on The Dr. Oz Show 
-Author's Web site: eatq.com 
-Author's residence: Ohio 

Dr. Susan Albers is a licensed clinical psychologist 
and the author of Eating Mindfully, Eat, Drink, and 
Be Mindful, and Mindful Eating 101. She is a 
member of the American Psychological 
Association. She's appeared on the Dr. Oz Show 
and her work is featured in many magazines 
including Family Circle and Health. Susan lives in 
Ohio. 
 
Ann Marie Lee has worked extensively as an 
actress in the theater, as well as in guest and 
recurring roles in television and film. She has 
recorded numerous audiobooks and has received 
several AudioFile Earphones Awards as well as a 
Publishers Weekly Listen-Up Award. 
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Praise:  
"For anyone suffering from autoimmune or other chronic health problems, this book will be life changing." -Mark 
Hyman, M.D., author of The Blood Sugar Solution 
 
"An absolute must-read book." -JJ Virgin, author of The Virgin Diet 

An integrative approach to healing chronic autoimmune conditions 
by a doctor, researcher, and sufferer of progressive multiple 
sclerosis (MS) whose TEDx talk is already a web sensation.  
 
Like many physicians, Dr. Terry Wahls focused on treating her 
patients' ailments with drugs or surgical procedures-until she was 
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis (MS) in 2000. Within three years, 
her back and stomach muscles had weakened to the point where 
she needed a tilt-recline wheelchair. Conventional medical 
treatments were failing her, and she feared that she would be 
bedridden for the rest of her life. 
 
Dr. Wahls began studying the latest research on autoimmune 
disease and brain biology, and decided to get her vitamins, 
minerals, antioxidants, and essential fatty acids from the food she 
ate rather than pills and supplements. Dr. Wahl's adopted the 
nutrient-rich paleo diet, gradually refining and integrating it into a 
regimen of neuromuscular stimulation. First, she walked slowly, 
then steadily, and then she biked eighteen miles in a single day. 
In November 2011, Dr. Wahls shared her remarkable recovery in a 
TEDx talk that immediately went viral. Now, in The Wahls Protocol, 
she shares the details of the protocol that allowed her to reverse 
many of her symptoms, get back to her life, and embark on a new 
mission: to share the Wahls Protocol with others suffering from the 
ravages of multiple sclerosis and other autoimmune conditions. 

The Wahls Protocol  
How I Beat Progressive MS Using Paleo Principles and Functional 
Medicine 
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-Founder of The Wahls Foundation 
-Wahls' TedX lecture has received more than one 
million page views 
-National TV, radio, print, and online features 
-Social media and online campaign 
-Author events 
-Author's Web site: terrywahls.com 
-Authors' residence: Iowa 

Dr. Terry Wahls is the author of numerous 
medical articles and a clinical professor of 
medicine at the University of Iowa. She has MS, 
which confined her to a tilt-recline wheelchair for 
four years. Terry lives in Iowa with her family. 
 
Eve Adamson has authored or co-authored more 
than forty books, including Baby Steps, Naturally 
Thin, and The Complete Idiot's Guide to Being a Sex 
Goddess. Eve lives in Iowa with her family. 
 
Pam Ward has performed in a variety of venues, 
but she found her true calling reading books for 
the blind and physically handicapped for the 
Library of Congress Talking Books program. She 
is an AudioFile Earphones Award winner. 
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Praise: 
"Harrison's wonderfully written reality check offers the most valuable education you can get this side of grad school." -
Dr. Seth Shostak 
 
"In lucid and unbiased writing, Harrison explains how you can enrich your life and that of your loved ones by simply 
using your brain to think critically." -Dr. Donald C. Johanson 

Think more critically, learn to question everything, and don't let 
your own brain trip you up.  
 
This fresh and exciting approach to science, skepticism, and critical 
thinking will enlighten and inspire listeners of all ages. With a mix 
of wit and wisdom, it challenges everyone to think like a scientist, 
embrace the skeptical life, and improve their critical thinking skills. 
 
Think shows you how to better navigate through the maze of biases 
and traps that are standard features of every human brain. These 
innate pitfalls threaten to trick us into seeing, hearing, thinking, 
remembering, and believing things that are not real or true. Guy 
Harrison's straightforward text will help you trim away the nonsense, 
deflect bad ideas, and keep both feet firmly planted in reality. 
 
With an upbeat and friendly tone, Harrison shows how it's in 
everyone's best interest to question everything. He brands 
skepticism as a constructive and optimistic attitude-a way of life 
that anyone can embrace. An antidote to nonsense and delusion, 
this accessible guide to critical thinking is the perfect book for 
anyone seeking a jolt of inspiration. 

Think  
Why You Should Question Everything 
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-National review and interview media, including 
Skeptic, New Scientist, Psychology Today, Skeptical 
Inquirer, BBC Focus, Science Fantastic, and more. 
-Author's previous books have been endorsed by 
Neil Degrasse Tyson and Michael Shermer 
-Author's Web site: guypharrison.com 
-Author's residence: California 

Guy P. Harrison is an award-winning journalist and 
the author of 50 Simple Questions for Every 
Christian, 50 Popular Beliefs That People Think Are 
True, 50 Reasons People Give for Believing in a God, 
and Race and Reality: What Everyone Should Know 
About Our Biological Diversity. He lives in 
California. 
 
Actor George Newbern has appeared in Father of 
the Bride, Father of the Bride II, Evening Star, 
Adventures in Babysitting, and many other films. 
He has also played several roles on television, 
and is known for providing the voice of Superman 
in Justice League. 
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Praise: 
"This rich intellectual fare coherently defines effective military leadership for both combat and peacetime training 
environments. Kolenda eschews the glib hype found in many books on leadership in this refreshingly original title." -
Library Journal 
 
"The absolute best book on military leadership in peace and war I have ever read." -Lieutenant General Hal Moore, USA, 
(Ret.) 

Christopher Kolenda's bold, wide-ranging collection brings together 
some of the most noted military minds, past and present, to 
examine the crucial role of leadership in combat.  
 
This bold, wide-ranging collection brings together some of the most 
noted military minds, past and present, to examine the crucial role 
of leadership in combat. Written while Christopher Kolenda was a 
faculty member in the history department at West Point, it covers 
both classic and modern concepts of leadership and uses case 
studies from Alexander the Great through World War II to illustrate 
principles of leadership in concrete historical contexts. 

Leadership  
The Warrior's Art 
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-First time on audio 
-Foreword by Barry R. McCaffrey, General USA 
(Ret) 
-Introduction by Walter F. Ulmer, Jr., Lieutenant 
General USA (Ret) 
-Recommended by the Association of the US 
Army 

Christopher D. Kolenda is a retired U.S. Army 
colonel and the author of The Counterinsurgency 
Challenge: A Parable of Leadership and Decision 
Making in Modern Conflict. 
 
Corey Snow is a full-time audiobook narrator and 
voice talent from the great Pacific Northwest, 
working from his home studio in Olympia, 
Washington. He has recorded numerous 
audiobooks, including the DeChance Chronicles 
by David Niall Wilson and Crescent Lake by David 
Sakmyster. 
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Praise:  
"[A] most readable, vivid account of the pre-war and active service of a highly decorated pilot." -Despatches 
 
"This is a magnificient story, well and simply told by as great a warrior as these Islands ever bred. It is also History." -
Sir Arthur T. Harris 

Victoria Cross recipient Guy Gibson's action-packed memoir about 
his time in Bomber Command during World War II, including the 
Dambuster raid of 1943.  
 
First published in 1944, Enemy Coast Ahead quickly became regarded 
as the classic Bomber Command book, following Gibson's RAF 
career from flying the Hampden and Manchester at the beginning of 
World War II to the triumphant return home of the Lancasters from 
the famous 1943 Dambuster raid, which Gibson led and for which he 
was awarded the Victoria Cross. Enemy Coast Ahead is also the inside 
story of life in Bomber Command throughout the first five years of 
World War II, culminating in intense drama as the RAF planned, 
practiced, and strove towards breaching the dams on that famous 
night in May 1943. 

Enemy Coast Ahead  
Uncensored: The Real Guy Gibson 
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-First published in 1946 
-One of the books that the 1954 movie The Dam 
Busters is based on 
-Peter Jackson to remake The Dam Busters movie 
-The classic memoir of RAF Bomber Command 
during WWII 

Guy Gibson (1918-1944) joined the RAF in 1936, 
and by 1942, he was a Wing Commander in 
Bomber Command leading his squadron on raids 
on major German targets. He was awarded the 
Victoria Cross for his gallantry and inspiring 
leadership on the Dambuster raid in May 1943. 
Guy was shot down and killed in September 1944.
 
Simon Vance has recorded over four hundred 
audiobooks and has earned over twenty AudioFile 
Earphones Awards, including for his narration of 
Scaramouche by Rafael Sabatini. He is also the 
recipient of five coveted Audie Awards, including 
one for The King's Speech by Mark Logue and 
Peter Conradi, and he was named an AudioFile 
Best Voice of 2009. 

Author(s): Guy Gibson 
Read by: Simon Vance 
Category: HISTORY/Military 
Print Publisher: Crecy Publishing 01/01/1946 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: North America 
Publication Date: 04/30/2014 
Trade | 9781494501303 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494531300 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494551308 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Sensitive, reflective and uncomfortably true to life, with a wonderfully rich cast of supporting characters." -Kirkus 
Starred Review 
 
"Cress makes for an eerily relatable and heartbreaking protagonist." -Publishers Weekly 

Michelle Huneven-author of Blame-returns with her signature mix 
of fine-grained storytelling, unforgettable characters, and moral 
complexity.  
 
The year is 1981, Reagan is in the White House, and the country is 
stalled in a recession. Cressida Hartley, a gifted Ph.D. student in 
economics, moves into her parents' shabby A-frame cabin in the 
Sierras to write her dissertation. 
 
Cress, increasingly resistant to her topic (art in the marketplace), 
allows herself to be drawn into the social life of the small mountain 
community. The exuberant local lodge owner, Jakey Yates, with his 
big personality and great animal magnetism, is the first to blur 
Cress' focus. The builder Rick Garsh gives her a job driving up and 
down the mountain for supplies. And then there are the two Morrow 
brothers, skilled carpenters, who are witty, intriguing, and married. 
 
As Cress tells her best friend back home in Pasadena, being a 
single woman on the mountain amounts to a form of public service. 
Falling prey to her own perilous reasoning, she soon finds herself in 
dark new territory, subject to forces beyond her control from both 
within and without. 

Off Course  
A Novel 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Kirkus starred review 
-Previous novel Blame was a National Book Critics 
Circle Award Finalist 
-Select author appearances: West Coast 
-National publicity and advertising 
-Author's Web site: michellehuneven.com 
-Author's residence: Altadena, CA 

Michelle Huneven is the author of three previous 
novels-Blame, which was a finalist for the National 
Book Critics Circle Award; Jamesland, which was a 
New York Times notable book and a winner of the 
Southern California Bookseller's Award for Fiction; 
and Round Rock. 
 
Amy Rubinate has narrated audiobooks for many 
major audiobook publishers. She has received 
AudioFile's Earphones Award, and her narration for 
The Lily Pond was a Booklist Top 10 Historical 
Fiction on Audio 2012 selection. 

Author(s): Michelle Huneven 
Read by: Amy Rubinate 
Category: FICTION/Literary 
Print Publisher: Sarah Crichton Books 04/01/2014 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: North America 
Publication Date: 04/16/2014 
Trade | 9781494501358 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494531355 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494551353 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
FRONTLIST FICTION



Praise: for the Ministry of Peculiar Occurrences series 
 
"A dark and twisted roller-coaster of a read for those fond of elegant vernacular and bizarre weaponry." -Fangoria 
 
"[A] rollicking adventure series of the finest order." -The Ranting Dragon 
 
"Action, mystery, undercurrents of a personal nature and a pace that is sure to keep a reader's interest." -Night Owl 

Working for the Ministry of Peculiar Occurrences, one sees 
innumerable technological wonders. But even veteran agents 
Braun and Books are unprepared for what the electrifying future 
holds...  
 
After being ignominiously shipped out of England following their 
participation in the Janus affair, Braun and Books are ready to 
prove their worth as agents. But what starts as a simple mission in 
the States-intended to keep them out of trouble-suddenly turns 
into a scandalous and convoluted case that has connections 
reaching as far as Her Majesty the Queen. 
 
Even with the help of two American agents from the Office of the 
Supernatural and the Metaphysical, Braun and Books have their 
work cut out for them as their chief suspect in a rash of nautical and 
aerial disasters is none other than Thomas Edison. Between the 
fantastic electric machines of Edison, the eccentricities of MoPO 
consultant Nikola Tesla, and the mysterious machinations of a new 
threat known only as the Maestro, they may find themselves in far 
worse danger than they ever have been in before. 

Dawn's Early Light  
Book 3 in the Ministry of Peculiar Occurrences series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release
-For fans of Gail Carriger and Cherie Priest 
-Print advertising in fantasy publications 
-Social media outreach 
-Online promotion 
-Authors' Web site: 
ministryofpeculiaroccurrences.com 
-Tee's residence: Washington, D.C. area 

New Zealand-born fantasy writer and podcaster 
Pip Ballantine is the author of the Books of the 
Order and the Shifted World series. She is the 
recipient of many honors, including an Airship, a 
Parsec, and a Sir Julius Vogel Award. 
 
Tee Morris is the author of The Case of the Singing 
Sword and coauthor, with Lisa Lee, of Morevi: The 
Chronicles of Rafe and Askana. He has also 
published several nonfiction titles. 
 
Actor and musician James Langton, an AudioFile 
Earphones Award winner, has performed many 
voice-overs and narrated numerous audiobooks, 
including the international bestseller The 
Brotherhood of the Holy Shroud by Julia Navarro and 
The Demon's Lexicon by Sarah Rees Brennan. 

Author(s): Pip Ballantine, Tee Morris 
Read by: James Langton 
Category: FICTION/Fantasy 
Print Publisher: Ace Books 03/25/2014 
Running Time: 12 hrs 49 min 
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 03/26/2014 
Trade | 9781494500696 | 11 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494530693 | 11 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550691 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Gracie charms and entices with this launch of the Regency-era Chance Sisters series. . . . A deep, rich story that will 
leave [listeners] starry-eyed." -Publishers Weekly Starred Review 
 
"A complex, charming heartwarmer that celebrates love, brave heroines, and the miracle of second chances." -Kirkus 

Award-winning author Anne Gracie delivers the second in her 
enticing new series about four young women facing a life of 
destitution-until a daring act changes their fortune and turns them 
each into a beautiful bride.  
 
Damaris Chance's unhappy past has turned her off the idea of 
marriage forever. But her guardian, Lady Beatrice Davenham, 
convinces her to make her coming out anyway-and have a season 
of carefree, uncomplicated fun. 
 
When Damaris finds herself trapped in a compromising situation 
with the handsome rake Freddy Monkton-Coombes, she has no 
choice but to agree to wed him-as long as it's in name only. Her 
new husband seems to accept her terms, but Freddy has a plan of 
his own: to seduce his reluctant winter bride. 
 
Will Damaris's secrets destroy her chance at true happiness? Or can 
Freddy help her cast off the shackles of the past, and yield to 
delicious temptation? 

The Winter Bride  
Book 2 in the Chance Sisters Romance series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-Publishers Weekly starred review 
-Extensive online advertising campaign 
-Social media outreach and online promotion 
-Will appeal to fans of Mary Balogh and 
Stephanie Laurens 
-Author's Web site: annegracie.com 
-Author's residence: Australia 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
The Autumn Bride 9781452611785 Gracie, Anne February 2013 $39.99

Anne Gracie is the award-winning author of the 
Merridew Sisters series and the Devil Riders 
series, along with several novellas. 
 
An AudioFile Earphones Award winner, Alison 
Larkin is a classically trained actress who has 
appeared on Broadway with the Royal National 
Theater and Off-Broadway with the Royal 
Shakespeare Company. Her bestselling novel The 
English American made the top ten list of best 
author audiobook narrations of all time. 

Author(s): Anne Gracie 
Read by: Alison Larkin 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Berkley Sensation 04/01/2014 
Running Time: 10 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/01/2014 
Trade | 9781452617831 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452647838 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452667836 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Hot shape-shifters and even hotter passion." -Gena Showalter, New York Times bestselling author 

In the latest novel in the Pride series, Vic Barinov is driven mad, in 
more ways than one, by his unruly house guest, Livy Kowalski.  
 
Livy Kowalski has no time for idiots. When you shapeshift into a 
honey badger, getting through life's irritants is a finely honed skill. 
Until she gets stuck housing her nutso cousin and dealing with her 
dad's untimely and unexplained demise. 
 
That's where Vic Barinov comes in-or his house does. Vic can't step 
outside without coming back to find Livy devouring his honey stash 
and getting the TV remote sticky. It gets his animal instincts all 
riled up. But he'll have to woo her at high speed: all hell is breaking 
loose, and Livy is leading the charge . . . 

Bite Me  
Book 9 in the Pride series 

Tantor Audio March 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: shellylaurenston.com 
-Author's residence: West Coast 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Wolf With Benefits 9781452616513 Laurenston, Shelly March 2014 $44.99
Bear Meets Girl 9781452616506 Laurenston, Shelly February 2014 $42.99
Big Bad Beast 9781452616490 Laurenston, Shelly January 2014 $44.99
Beast Behaving Badly 9781452616483 Laurenston, Shelly November 2013 $44.99

Shelly Laurenston is the New York Times 
bestselling author of many paranormal romance 
titles, including Wolf with Benefits, Bear Meets Girl, 
and the Magnus Pack series. 
 
Charlotte Kane is a classically trained actor with 
numerous film, television, and voice-over credits. 
She has also appeared on stage in London, Los 
Angeles, and New York. 

Author(s): Shelly Laurenston 
Read by: Charlotte Kane 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Brava 03/25/2014 
Running Time: 11 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: North America 
Publication Date: 04/07/2014 
Trade | 9781452616520 | 9 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452646527 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452666525 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



From New York Times bestselling author Jacquelyn Frank comes a 
seductive new paranormal romance set in the World of the 
Nightwalkers series, as a battle-scarred bodyguard and a sensitive 
beauty risk their lives-and their hearts-in the face of evil. Contains 
mature themes. 
 
 
When Katrina Haynes discovers a large man lying wounded in the 
snow, she fears he is at death's door. But as Kat tends to his 
injuries, she quickly realizes that they're the least of her worries. 
With an irresistible Scottish brogue and a strange ability to harden 
his chiseled body like a statue, the stranger awakens a desire she 
is unable to resist-and a fascination about the intriguing world he 
exists in. 
 
As a proud Gargoyle, Ahnvil must safeguard the Nightwalker to 
whom he's sworn fealty. But as this bewitching woman nurses him 
back to health, arousing an almost uncontrollable hunger within 
him, he is possessed with the fierce impulse to protect her as well. 
And he will have to shield her-for by coming to his rescue, Kat has 
placed herself in the middle of a supernatural war . . . and exposed 
herself to dark, powerful magic. As human and Gargoyle forge an 
unbreakable bond, Kat will discover that despite his intimidating 
strength and size, one thing Ahnvil does not possess is a heart of 
stone. 

Forged  
Book 4 in the World of Nightwalkers series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Online review and feature attention 
-Author's Web site: jacquelynfrank.com 
-Author's residence: Arden, NC 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Forsaken 9781452608730 Frank, Jacquelyn January 2014 $39.99
Forever 9781452608723 Frank, Jacquelyn May 2013 $39.99
Forbidden 9781452608716 Frank, Jacquelyn October 2012 $39.99

Jacquelyn Frank is the New York Times bestselling 
author of the Nightwalkers series, the 
Shadowdwellers novels, the Gatherers novels, and 
the Three Worlds series. She lives in North 
Carolina. 
 
Xe Sands has more than a decade of experience 
bringing stories to life through narration and 
performance. Sands's characterizations are rich 
and expressive and her narrations evocative and 
intimate. She has also won multiple AudioFile 
Earphones Awards, including for her narration of 
The Sweet Relief of Missing Children by Sarah 
Braunstein. 

Author(s): Jacquelyn Frank 
Read by: Xe Sands 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Ballantine Books 04/01/2014 
Running Time: 10 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: North America 
Publication Date: 04/29/2014 
Trade | 9781452608747 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452638744 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452658742 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



The New York Times bestselling author of Unspeakable presents a 
gripping new thriller.  
 
A family is wiped out after a burglary gone wrong. An executive 
accused of embezzling kills himself and his loved ones. A house 
fire claims the lives of all its inhabitants. Separate incidents with two 
common threads-a first wife who took her own life, and a secret the 
victims took to their graves. 
 
Stephanie Coburn has barely recovered from her sister's mysterious 
suicide before her brother-in-law and his new wife are murdered, 
her face disfigured beyond recognition. Stephanie never met the 
bride, has never even seen a clear photograph. But she knew her 
sister, and she knows something is desperately wrong. 
 
The police won't listen. Her only ally is another victim's son. Step by 
step, they're uncovering a trail of brutal vengeance and a killer who 
will never relent-and whose forgiveness can only be earned in 
death. 

Tell Me You're Sorry 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-New York Times bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: kevinobrienbooks.com 
-Author's residence: Seattle, WA 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Unspeakable 9781452616124 O'Brien, Kevin September 2013 $44.99

Kevin O'Brien is the New York Times bestselling 
author of numerous thrillers, including Terrified, 
Disturbed, Vicious, and Final Breath. 
 
Todd Haberkorn works professionally in Los 
Angeles as an actor, director, producer, and 
writer. As a narrator, he has won multiple 
Earphone Awards and has had the pleasure of 
narrating everything from a maritime thriller to a 
story about a bed-and-breakfast vacation spot 
for aliens. 

Author(s): Kevin O'Brien 
Read by: Todd Haberkorn 
Category: FICTION/Thrillers 
Print Publisher: Pinnacle 04/29/2014 
Running Time: 18 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/29/2014 
Trade | 9781494500795 | 15 CDs | $54.99 
Library | 9781494530792 | 15 CDs | $119.99 
MP3 | 9781494550790 | 2 CDs | $34.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Sometimes it takes a scandal to reveal your heart's desire...  
 
Abigail Weston has everything: beauty, wit, and one of the largest 
dowries in England. Her parents hope she'll wed an earl. Abigail 
hopes for a man who wants her desperately and passionately. But 
the money seems to blind every man she meets-except one. 
 
Sebastian Vane has nothing. He came home from war with a 
shattered leg to find his father mad and his inheritance gone. He's 
not a fit suitor for anyone, let alone an heiress. But Abigail lights up 
his world like a comet, bright and beautiful and able to see him 
instead of his ruined reputation. And it might end happily ever 
after... 
 
...Until Benedict Lennox begins courting Abigail. Ben is everything 
Sebastian isn't-wealthy, charming, heir to an earl. Sebastian won't 
give up the only girl he's ever loved without a fight, but Abigail 
must choose between the penniless gentleman who moves her 
heart, and the suitor who is everything her parents want. 

It Takes a Scandal  
Book 2 in the Scandals series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-USA Today bestselling author 
-National review attention 
-For fans of Elizabeth Boyle, Liz Carlyle, and Julia 
Quinn 
-Author's residence: New England 
-Author's Web site: carolinelinden.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Love and Other Scandals 9781452616940 Linden, Caroline October 2013 $42.99

Caroline Linden is the award-winning author of 
smart, sexy historical romances, including the 
Reece Family series, the Truth About the Duke 
series, and What a Woman Needs. 
 
A classically trained actress in England, Veida 
Dehmlow has dozens of stage credits to her 
name. Her voice work includes commercials, 
video games, and the narration of books in a 
variety of genres, including nonfiction, historical 
romance, short stories, and children's books. 

Author(s): Caroline Linden 
Read by: Veida Dehmlow 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Avon Books 04/29/2014 
Running Time: 11 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/29/2014 
Trade | 9781494501020 | 9 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494531027 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494551025 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise: for the Secret Brides series 
 
"Intriguing [and] engaging." -Publishers Weekly 
 
"Too delightful to miss!" -Lisa Kleypas 
 
"Sparkling . . . witty . . . engaging." -RT Book Reviews 

In this charming historical romance from Valerie Bowman, a fierce 
battle of wits between sharp-tongued Lady Lucy Upton and 
stubborn Lord Derek Hunt leads to what neither of them expected: 
true love.  
 
Lady Lucy Upton's tongue may be too sharp to attract suitors, but 
her heart is good, and when her painfully shy friend Cassandra 
needs help, she devises a brilliant scheme to help her discourage 
an unwanted suitor, the Duke of Claringdon. Lucy will hide behind 
the hedgerow and tell Cass just what to say to discourage the Duke 
of Claringdon . . . but it turns out that he's made of sterner stuff 
than either of them anticipated. And Lucy is shocked to discover 
that tangling with the tenacious man is the most fun she's had in 
ages. 
 
Lord Derek Hunt made a promise to his dying friend to marry the 
demure Cassandra, and for a man who wants nothing more than 
peace and quiet after the horrors of war, she'll make the perfect 
bride. If only the impudent Miss Upton will let him court the girl! 
Doing battle is the last thing on his mind, but bantering with Lucy 
behind the bushes is too tempting to resist. And the spoils of this 
war just may be true love. 

The Unexpected Duchess  
Book 1 in the Playful Brides series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-RT Book Reviews advertising 
-Online promotion 
-For fans of Lisa Kleypas, Judith McNaught and 
Julia Quinn 
-Author's Web site: Valeriebowman.com 
-Author's residence: Jacksonville, FL 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Secrets of a Scandalous Marriage 9781452611327 Bowman, Valerie October 2013 $39.99
Secrets of a Runaway Bride 9781452611310 Bowman, Valerie March 2013 $39.99
Secrets of a Wedding Night 9781452611303 Bowman, Valerie February 2013 $39.99

Valerie Bowman is the award-winning author of 
the Secret Brides series. She holds a BA in 
English language and literature from Smith 
College. 
 
An AudioFile Earphones Award winner, Alison 
Larkin is a classically trained actress who has 
appeared on Broadway with the Royal National 
Theater and Off-Broadway with the Royal 
Shakespeare Company. Her bestselling novel The 
English American made the top ten list of best 
author audiobook narrations of all time. 

Author(s): Valerie Bowman 
Read by: Alison Larkin 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: St. Martins Press 04/29/2014 
Running Time: 9 hrs 30 min 
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/29/2014 
Trade | 9781452619569 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452649566 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669564 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Confessions of a Royal Bridegroom has all the elements of my favorite novels-a bad boy hero, a spirited heroine, a dash 
of intrigue, and a sizzling romance. Vanessa Kelly repeatedly creates characters I want to spend time with and stories I 
never want to end. Put her on your auto-buy list; you won't be disappointed." -Shana Galen, RITA Finalist and 
bestselling author 

Award-winning author Vanessa Kelly continues her series about 
the Renegade Royals, illegitimate sons of the Royal Princes, each 
finding his rightful place in society-and the woman destined to be 
his perfect match. Contains mature themes.  
 
Some men are born into scandal. Others pursue it with a passion. 
Griffin Steele, secret son of the Duke of Cumberland, is guilty on 
both counts. Yet somehow London's most notorious scoundrel has 
been saddled with an abandoned baby boy, and with the 
unflappable, intriguing spinster summoned to nurse him. 
 
Justine Brightmore may be a viscount's niece, but she's also a spy's 
daughter, determined to safeguard the infant when his suspected 
royal parentage makes him a target. Yet how to protect herself 
from the rakish Griffin? Marriage might shield her reputation, but it 
can only imperil her heart, especially with a groom intent on 
delicious seduction. 

Confessions of a Royal Bridegroom  
Book 2 in the Renegade Royals series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-Author's Web site: vanessakellyauthor.com 
-Author's residence: Ottawa, Ontario 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Secrets for Seducing a Royal Bodyguard 9781494500252 Kelly, Vanessa March 2014 $42.99

Vanessa Kelly is the award-winning author of the 
His Wicked Revenge, the Renegade Royals series, 
and the Stanton Family series, among other 
novels. She lives in Ottawa, Ontario. 
 
A classically trained actress in England, Veida 
Dehmlow has dozens of stage credits to her 
name. Her voice work includes commercials, 
video games, and the narration of books in a 
variety of genres, including nonfiction, historical 
romance, short stories, and children's books. 

Author(s): Vanessa Kelly 
Read by: Veida Dehmlow 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Zebra 04/01/2014 
Running Time: 10 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: North America 
Publication Date: 04/01/2014 
Trade | 9781494500269 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494530266 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550264 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"If you're looking for a hot, sexy, emotional read, Virna DePaul delivers!" -J. Kenner, New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author 
 
"The chemistry between the two was great and made for some very sexy scenes." -Fresh Fiction 
 
"A captivating start to a fascinating new series with a hero that's to die for." -Rhyannon Byrd 

In the first book in the Belladonna Agency series, bestselling 
author Virna DePaul introduces listeners to a thrilling world where 
vampires secretly coexist with humans, seduction rules the night, 
and the stakes are nothing less than life and undeath. Contains 
mature themes.  
 
Welcome to a mesmerizing world where vampires hide among 
humans. This centuries-old species has its own rules, code of 
conduct, and taboos. Only the FBI knows that vampires exist, and 
although the Bureau agrees to keep their secret, it also plots to 
give humans the upper hand. 
 
Turning mortals into vampires is forbidden, but there are creatures 
who refuse to play by the rules. 
 
Ever since he was turned, FBI special agent Ty Duncan has had one 
mission: bring rogue vampires to justice. As a recruiter for 
Belladonna, a shadow agency formed to keep vampires in check, Ty 
must tap Ana Martin, a troubled ex-gang member and one of the 
few mortals who can infiltrate places that his kind and the law 
cannot. From their first encounter, Ty fights a hunger to make Ana 
his own. 
 
When Ty claims to have information about Ana's missing sister, 
Ana has no choice but to trust this captivating stranger who 
awakens her deepest desires. But as she and Ty climb the heights 
of pleasure and passion, an enemy is conspiring to destroy them 
both. Can Ana help Ty find his humanity in a love that could heal 
them both, or will their passion lead them into a darkness 
impossible to escape? 

Turned  
Book 1 in the Belladonna Agency series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Simultaneous release 
-Online review and feature attention 
-Author's Web site: virnadepaul.com 
-Author's residence: California 

Virna DePaul is a former criminal prosecutor and 
the nationally bestselling author of many books, 
including the Para-Ops series, the Special 
Investigations Group series, and the Dalton 
Brothers novels. 
 
Sean Crisden is a multitalented actor and an 
AudioFile Earphones Award-winning narrator who 
has recorded audiobooks in almost every genre, 
from science fiction to romance. He has also 
voiced characters in numerous video games and 
appeared in many commercials and films, 
including The Last Airbender. 

Author(s): Virna DePaul 
Read by: Sean Crisden 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Bantam Books 04/01/2014 
Running Time: 11 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/01/2014 
Trade | 9781452619521 | 9 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649528 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669526 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise: for Eden Bradley 
 
"Honest, tender, and totally sexy." -Shayla Black, USA Today bestselling author 
 
"[For] people who like story and heart with your erotica, I'd definitely recommend any of Eden's books." -Maya Banks, 
New York Times bestselling author 

The first in a new series from Eden Bradley featuring pastry chef 
Allie and security specialist Mick.  
 
Allie LeClair has finally returned to the sultry city of New Orleans. 
After ten years of studying and working as a pastry chef in San 
Francisco and all over Europe-and feeding her submissive side at 
BDSM clubs-Allie is home, and she has something to prove to the 
man who once fueled her desires. She's not a child anymore. 
 
When security specialist Mick Reid hears that Allie is back in town, 
he knows he won't be able to stay away for long. Ever since he 
discovered his darker side, Mick has tried to protect Allie from the 
aggressive beast within him-but that power and wildness is exactly 
what she wants. 
 
Allie has made the first move, but now it's up to Mick. The game 
has begun, and playing has never been so rough. 

Dangerously Bound  
Book 1 in the Dangerous series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-National bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: edenbradley.com 
-Author's residence: Texas 

Eden Bradley is the author of the bestselling 
novel, The Dark Garden, and as Eve Berlin, she 
has written Pleasure's Edge, Desire's Edge, and 
Temptation's Edge. Two of her books have been 
Romantic Times Top Picks, and her novel 
Forbidden Fruit was profiled in Cosmopolitan 
Magazine's Red Hot Reads column in 2008. She 
has appeared regularly on Playboy Radio's 'Night 
Calls' and the Hollywood In the Flesh readings. 
Eden lives in Texas. 
 
Tatiana Sokolov narrates a variety of fiction but 
especially likes saucy romances. 

Author(s): Eden Bradley 
Read by: Tatiana Sokolov 
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Print Publisher: Berkley Pub Group 04/01/2014 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/30/2014 
Trade | 9781494501419 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494531416 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494551414 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 
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Praise:  
"A thought-provoking and engaging fusion of comedy and horror, irony and insight." -Publishes Weekly Starred Review 
 
"Here Philip K. Dick's The Transmigration of Timothy Archer meets Stephenie Meyer's The Host in this very highly 
recommended work." -Library Journal Starred Review 
 
"Often enthralling and occasionally maddening." -Kirkus Starred Review 

A dizzying novel of deception and metempsychosis from the 
author of the National Book Award finalist Far North.  
 
Whatever this is, it started when Nicholas Slopen came back from the 
dead. 
 
In a locked ward of a notorious psychiatric hospital sits a man who 
insists that he is Dr. Nicholas Slopen, failed husband and 
impoverished Samuel Johnson scholar. Slopen has been dead for 
months, yet nothing can make this man change his story. What 
begins as a tale of apparent forgery involving unknown letters by 
the great Dr. Johnson grows to encompass a conspiracy between a 
Silicon Valley mogul and his Russian allies to exploit the darkest 
secret of Soviet technology: the Malevin Procedure. 
 
With echoes of Jorge Luis Borges and Philip K. Dick, Marcel 
Theroux's Strange Bodies takes the listener on a dizzying 
speculative journey that poses questions about identity, 
authenticity, and what it means to be truly human. 

Strange Bodies 
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-Publishers Weekly, Library Journal, and Kirkus 
starrred reviews 
-National publicity and advertising 
-Author's Web site: thisworldofdew.com 
-Author's residence: London, UK 

Marcel Theroux is the author of several novels, 
including the Somerset Maugham Award winner 
The Paper Chase and Far North, which was a finalist 
for the National Book Award and the Arthur C. 
Clarke Award for science fiction. He lives in 
London. 
 
Gildart Jackson is most often recognized for his 
role as Gideon on Charmed. Other notable TV 
roles include Jackson Palmer on Providence and 
Simon Prentiss on General Hospital, and his 
theater roles include Henry Higgins in My Fair 
Lady, and Adrian in Private Eyes at the Old Globe. 
 
Veida Dehmlow has dozens of stage credits to 
her name. Her voice work includes commercials, 
video games, and the narration of books in a 
variety of genres, including nonfiction, historical 
romance, short stories, and children's books. 

Author(s): Marcel Theroux 
Read by: Gildart Jackson, Veida Dehmlow 
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Running Time: 15 hrs  
Unabridged 
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Key Marketing Points: 
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Praise:  
"Chick-lit cozy meets magical realism with inevitably warm and fuzzy results." -Booklist 
 
"Great for fans of Sarah Addison Allen and Alice Hoffman; you know it's whimsical when you learn that debut author 
Allen owns a pet hedgehog." -Library Journal 

From Lisa Van Allen comes an enchanting novel about the bonds 
between sisters, the indelible pull of the past, and the 
transformational power of love.  
 
The Van Ripper women have been the talk of Tarrytown, New York, 
for centuries. Some say they're angels; some say they're crooks. In 
their tumbledown "Stitchery," not far from the stomping grounds of 
the legendary Headless Horseman, the Van Ripper sisters-Aubrey, 
Bitty, and Meggie-are said to knit people's most ardent wishes into 
beautiful scarves and mittens, granting them health, success, or 
even a blossoming romance. But for the magic to work, sacrifices 
must be made-and no one knows that better than the Van Rippers. 
 
When the Stitchery matriarch, Mariah, dies, she leaves the yarn 
shop to her three nieces. Aubrey, shy and reliable, has dedicated 
her life to weaving spells for the community, though her sisters 
have long stayed away. Bitty, pragmatic and persistent, has always 
been skeptical of magic and wants her children to have a normal, 
nonmagical life. Meggie, restless and free-spirited, follows her own 
set of rules. Now, after Mariah's death forces a reunion, the sisters 
must reassess the state of their lives even as they decide the fate 
of the Stitchery. But their relationships with one another-and their 
beliefs in magic-are put to the test. Will the threads hold? 

The Wishing Thread 
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-National/local review and feature print attention 
-Online review and feature attention 
-Targeted blogger outreach 
-For fans of Kate Jacobs and Debbie Macomber 
-Author's Web site: writerlisavanallen.com 
-Author's residence: New Jersey 

Lisa Van Allen holds an MFA from Fairleigh 
Dickinson University and a BA from McDaniel 
College. She has been published in many literary 
journals and magazines and has been a nominee 
for the Pushcart Prize. She lives in New Jersey. 
 
Amy Rubinate has narrated audiobooks for many 
major audiobook publishers. She has received 
AudioFile's Earphones Award, and her narration for 
The Lily Pond was a Booklist Top 10 Historical 
Fiction on Audio 2012 selection. 

Author(s): Lisa Van Allen 
Read by: Amy Rubinate 
Category: FICTION/Sagas 
Print Publisher: Ballantine Books 08/27/2013 
Running Time: 12 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
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Trade | 9781494500818 | 10 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494530815 | 10 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550813 | 1 CD | $29.99 
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Praise:  
"Lyrical, haunting, unforgettable." -Kirkus Starred Review 
 
"[S]earing narrative transforms the old archetypes. . . . [A] gripping narrative" -Booklist 
 
"A provocative transformation of the classic fairy tale." -Publishers Weekly 

In Louise Murphy's riveting novel, two Jewish children in Nazi-
occupied Poland must hide with a "witch" in a forest under their 
new identities-Hansel and Gretel. Contains mature themes.  
 
In the last months of the Nazi occupation of Poland, two children 
are left by their father and stepmother to find safety in a dense 
forest. Because their real names will reveal their Jewishness, they 
are renamed "Hansel" and "Gretel". They wander in the woods until 
they are taken in by Magda, an eccentric and stubborn old woman 
called "witch" by the nearby villagers. Magda is determined to save 
them, even as a German officer arrives in the village with his own 
plans for the children. Combining classic themes of fairy tales and 
war literature, Louise Murphy's haunting novel of journey and 
survival, of redemption and memory, powerfully depicts how war is 
experienced by families and especially by children. The True Story of 
Hansel and Gretel tells a resonant, riveting story. 

The True Story of Hansel and Gretel  
A Novel of War and Survival 
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-Kirkus starred review 
-First time on audio 
-Author's residence: Northern California 

Award-winning author Louise Murphy has written 
numerous poems and articles, which have been 
published in many journals and magazines. She 
is the author of The True Story of Hansel and Gretel, 
The Sea Within, and My Garden: A Journal for 
Gardening around the Year. Louise lives in Northern 
California. 
 
Michael Page has been recording audiobooks 
since 1984 and has over two hundred titles to his 
credit. He has won several AudioFile Earphones 
Awards, including for The War That Killed Achilles by 
Caroline Alexander and The Lies of Locke Lamora 
by Scott Lynch. 

Author(s): Louise Murphy 
Read by: Michael Page 
Category: FICTION/Historical 
Print Publisher: Penguin 07/29/2003 
Running Time: 11 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/09/2014 
Trade | 9781494500757 | 9 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494530754 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550752 | 1 CD | $29.99 
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Praise:  
"Readers will have a hard time putting this absorbing book down." -RT Book Reviews 
 
"McMorris' strong pacing keeps the two stories zipping along and all its many strings connected for a gratifying 
conclusion." -Kirkus 
 

In this richly emotional novel, Kristina McMorris evokes the depth 
of a mother's bond with her child, and the power of personal 
histories to echo through generations.  
 
Two years have done little to ease veterinarian Audra Hughes's 
grief over her husband's untimely death. Eager for a fresh start, 
Audra plans to leave Portland for a new job in Philadelphia. Her 
seven-year-old son, Jack, seems apprehensive about flying-but it's 
just the beginning of an anxiety that grows to consume him. 
 
As Jack's fears continue to surface in recurring and violent 
nightmares, Audra hardly recognizes the introverted boy he has 
become. Desperate, she traces snippets of information unearthed 
in Jack's dreams, leading her to Sean Malloy, a struggling U.S. 
Army veteran wounded in Afghanistan. Together they unravel a 
mystery dating back to World War II, and uncover old family 
secrets that still have the strength to wound-and perhaps, at last, 
to heal. 
 
Intricate and beautifully written, The Pieces We Keep illuminates 
those moments when life asks us to reach beyond what we know 
and embrace what was once unthinkable. Deftly weaving together 
past and present, herein lies a story that is at once poignant and 
thought-provoking, and as unpredictable as the human heart. 

The Pieces We Keep 
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-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Bestselling author of Letters from Home 
-Author's Web site: kristinamcmorris.com 
-Author's residence: Oregon 

Kristina McMorris is the New York Times and USA 
Today bestselling, award-winning author of Letters 
from Home and Bridge of Scarlet Leaves. She is the 
recipient of more than twenty national literary 
awards, as well as a nominee for the prestigious 
RITA Award. Kristina has also been named one of 
Portland's "40 Under 40" by the Business Journal. 
She lives with her husband and two sons in 
Oregon. 
 
Saskia Maarleveld is an experienced audiobook 
narrator and voice-over actress based in New York 
City. Raised in New Zealand and France, she is 
highly skilled with accents and dialects, and her 
voice can also be heard in animation, video 
games, and commercials. 

Author(s): Kristina McMorris 
Read by: Saskia Maarleveld 
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Praise:  
"Marked by high intelligence. A powerful, educated, serious, and understated imagination is plainly at work in this latest 
entry to a saga that is beginning to take on the complexity of Robert Jordan's Wheel of Time cycle." -Publishers Weekly 
 
"Tour de force of characterization, Mr. Modesitt paints the other side of the picture, adding a rare depth and richness to 
what is already a landmark fantasy series." -RT Book Reviews 

L. E. Modesitt, Jr., tells the incredible story of the White Chaos 
wizard Cerryl: his education in life and love, and his rise to power in 
the magicians' guild of Fairhaven.  
 
Ceryl, now a full mage in The White Order, must prove himself 
indispensable to Jeslek, the High Wizard. Whether it be the threat 
of assassination, the effective governance of occupied territory, or 
the fearless and clever direction of troops in battle, Ceryl faces 
many harrowing obstacles, not the least of which is Anya, the 
plotting seductress who's the real power behind the scenes of the 
white wizards. With his wits, his integrity, and the support of his 
love, the Black healer Leyladin, he must survive long enough to 
claim his rightful spot within the ruling hierarchy of the White Order. 
 
Colors of Chaos is a must-listen for followers of the Saga of Recluce, 
offering a unique, sympathetic point of view of the White Chaos 
wizards-the forces that throughout history have opposed the 
magicians of Recluce. 

Colors of Chaos  
Book 9 in the Saga of Recluce series 
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-First time on audio 
-New York Times bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: lemodesittjr.com 
-Author's residence: Cedar City, Utah 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
The White Order 9781452616841 Modesitt, Jr., L. E. March 2014 $49.99
The Chaos Balance 9781452616834 Modesitt, Jr., L. E. March 2014 $54.99
Fall of Angels 9781452616827 Modesitt, Jr., L. E. February 2014 $54.99
The Death of Chaos 9781452616810 Modesitt, Jr., L. E. January 2014 $69.99

L. E. Modesitt, Jr., is the bestselling author of 
over forty novels encompassing two science 
fiction series and three fantasy series, including 
the Saga of Recluce series. 
 
Kirby Heyborne, an accomplished actor, musician, 
and comedian, has received a number of 
AudioFile Earphones Awards and has narrated such 
titles as Nick and Nora's Infinite Playlist by Rachel 
Cohn and David Levithan, Black Swan Green by 
David Mitchell, and The Genius by Jesse 
Kellerman. 
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Read by: Kirby Heyborne 
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Praise:  
"This debut introduces a self-deprecating, wisecracking, and honorable-to-a-fault hero who can stand up to such 
established protagonists as Jim Butcher's Harry Dresden and Seanen McGuire's October Daye. Combining action and 
romance -- with an emphasis on action -- this is a top-notch new series opener for lovers of urban fantasy." -Library 
Journal Starred Review 

Elliott James gives the Prince Charming tale an unexpected twist in 
the first novel in the Pax Arcana series.  
 
John Charming isn't your average prince... 
 
He comes from a line of Charmings-an illustrious family of dragon 
slayers, witch-finders and killers dating back to before the fall of 
Rome. Trained by a modern day version of the Knights Templar, 
monster hunters who have updated their methods from chain mail 
and crossbows to Kevlar and shotguns, John Charming was one of 
the best-until a curse made him one of the abominations the 
Knights were sworn to hunt. 
 
That was a lifetime ago. Now John tends bar under an assumed 
name in rural Virginia and leads a peaceful, quiet life. That is, until 
a vampire and a blonde walked into his bar... 

Charming  
Book 1 in the Pax Arcana series 
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-Library Journal starred review 
-For fans of Kevin Hearne, Jim Butcher, and Rick 
Riordan 
-National print and online publicity campaign 
-Author's blog: elliottjamesauthor.wordpress.com 
-Author's residencee: Blue Ridge Mountains of 
southwest Virginia 

Elliott James is the author of the urban fantasy 
novel Charming and several short stories. He lives 
in the Blue Ridge Mountains of southwest 
Virginia. 
 
Roger Wayne began writing and playing with 
voices at a very young age, which eventually led 
to his performing Shakespeare and having large 
roles in short and feature-length independent 
films, as well as radio and TV commercials. 
Roger's approach to his career largely involves 
using the power of voice as the center of 
everything he does as an actor. 
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Praise:  
"The action is nonstop." -Booklist 
 
"Hellishly riveting." -Kirkus 
 
"An adrenaline-pumping thriller!" -New York Post 

Steve Alten presents his debut, a jaw-dropping and terrifying 
novel about a marine paleontologist who faces off against the 
ocean's most deadly predator.  
 
On a top-secret dive into the Pacific Ocean's deepest canyon, Jonas 
Taylor found himself face-to-face with the largest and most 
ferocious predator in the history of the animal kingdom. The sole 
survivor of the mission, Taylor is haunted by what he's sure he saw 
but still can't prove exists-Carcharodon megalodon, the massive 
mother of the great white shark. The average prehistoric Meg 
weighs in at twenty tons and could tear apart a Tyrannosaurus rex 
in seconds. 
 
Written off as a crackpot suffering from post-traumatic stress 
disorder, Taylor refuses to forget the depths that nearly cost him 
his life. With a PhD in paleontology under his belt, Taylor spends 
years theorizing, lecturing, and writing about the possibility that 
Meg still feeds at the deepest levels of the sea. But it takes an old 
friend in need to get him to return to the water, and a hotshot 
female submarine pilot to dare him back into a high-tech miniature 
sub. 
 
Diving deeper than he ever has before, Taylor will face terror like 
he's never imagined, and what he finds could turn the tides bloody 
red until the end of time. 

Meg  
Book 1 in the Meg series 
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-Movie rights optioned by Belle Avery/Apelles 
Entertainment 
-New York Times bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: stevealten.com 

Steve Alten is the New York Times bestselling 
author of The Trench, Domain, The Loch, and 
Goliath, among other novels. 
 
Sean Runnette, a multiple AudioFile Earphones 
Award winner, has produced several Audie Award-
winning audiobooks. He is a member of the 
American Repertory Theater company, and his 
television and film appearances include Two If by 
Sea, Copland, Sex and the City, Law & Order, and 
Third Watch. 
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Unabridged 
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Praise:  
"A brisk thriller tinged with gothic elements. . . . Careening through séances and ghostly encounters leaves the reader 
breathless." -Kirkus 
 
"Webb once again mines the secrets of an old mansion for an effective contemporary supernatural thriller." -Publishers 
Weekly 
 

When recently widowed Julia Bishop receives an offer to be the 
caretaker of an eccentric reclusive author, she discovers dark 
secrets about her family.  
 
Recently widowed and rendered penniless by her Ponzi-scheming 
husband, Julia Bishop is eager to start anew. So when a stranger 
appears on her doorstep with a job offer, she finds herself 
accepting the mysterious yet unique position: caretaker to his 
mother, Amaris Sinclair, the famous and rather eccentric horror 
novelist whom Julia has always admired...and who the world 
believes is dead. 
 
When she arrives at the Sinclairs' enormous estate on Lake 
Superior, Julia begins to suspect that there may be sinister 
undercurrents to her "too-good-to-be-true" position. As Julia delves 
into the reasons of why Amaris chose to abandon her successful 
writing career and withdraw from the public eye, her search leads to 
unsettling connections to her own family tree, making her wonder 
why she really was invited to Havenwood in the first place, and what 
monstrous secrets are still held prisoner within its walls. 

The Vanishing 
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-National print media campaign 
-National feature attention targeting women's 
publications 
-Online marketing and promotion focusing on 
book blogs and reading group focused sites 
-Social media campaign 
-Author's Web site: wendykwebb.com 
-Author's residence: Minnesota 

A career journalist, Wendy Webb is the author of 
several mystery novels, including The Vanishing 
and The Tale of Halcyon Crane. Wendy lives in 
Minnesota. 
 
Xe Sands has more than a decade of experience 
bringing stories to life through narration and 
performance. Sands's characterizations are rich 
and expressive and her narrations evocative and 
intimate. She has also won multiple AudioFile 
Earphones Awards, including for her narration of 
The Sweet Relief of Missing Children by Sarah 
Braunstein. 

Author(s): Wendy Webb 
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In the tenth installment of Ryk Brown's The Frontiers Saga, 
Captain Scott has to fight for that which was taken...the very 
freedom of the world he was sworn to protect.  
 
Heartfelt reunions with friends . . . 
 
Desperate plans to gain advantage . . . 
 
Opportunities that cannot be ignored . . . 
 
Discovery of family once thought lost . . . 
 
The time has come for Captain Scott to fight for that which was 
taken . . . the very freedom of the world he was sworn to protect. 

Liberation  
Book 10 in the Frontiers Saga series 
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-Author's Web site: frontierssaga.com 
-Author's residence: Northern California 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Resistance 9781452618708 Brown, Ryk January 2014 $39.99
Celestia CV-02 9781452618470 Brown, Ryk December 2013 $42.99
The Expanse 9781452618463 Brown, Ryk December 2013 $42.99
Head of the Dragon 9781452613284 Brown, Ryk August 2013 $49.99

Ryk Brown is the author of the Frontiers Saga 
series. A computer technician, he has also worked 
as a cook, rock guitarist, stage lighting 
technician, and paramedic. 
 
Ever since his first play at thirteen (his mother 
still has the bellhop costume), Jeffrey Kafer has 
been an avid performer on the stage and in 
voice-overs. He has narrated over one hundred 
books spanning all genres and won the 2008 
Voicey Award for Best New Voice. 

Author(s): Ryk Brown 
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Category: FICTION/Science Fiction 
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Running Time: 13 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: North America 
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Praise:  
"This delightful romp has many interesting twists and turns as it glances at racism, politics, and religion en route. It will 
have fanciers of cinematic sf parodies referencing Men in Black, Ghost Busters, and X-Men." -Booklist Starred Review 
 
"A fun, fast-paced and sexy read." -ALPHA Reader 
 

How can a sexy marketing manager join forces with an Alpha 
Centauri male in Armani to save the planet-using hairspray, a Mont 
Blanc pen, and rock n' roll? Easy...she's touched by an alien.  
 
Marketing manager Katherine "Kitty" Katt steps into the middle of 
what appears to be a domestic dispute turned ugly. And it only gets 
uglier when the man turns into a winged monster, straight out of a 
grade-Z horror movie, and goes on a killing spree. Though Kitty 
should probably run away, she springs into action to take the 
monster down. 
 
In the middle of the chaos a handsome hunk named Jeff Martini 
appears, sent by the "agency" to perform crowd control. He's Kitty's 
kind of guy, no matter what planet he's from. And from now on, for 
Kitty, things are going to be sexy, dangerous, wild, and out of this 
world. 

Touched by an Alien  
Book 1 in the Katherine "Kitty" Katt series 
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-Booklist starred review 
-A delightful debut novel with a strong female 
lead that gives science fiction a whole new spin-
it's fast-paced, fun, and sexy 
-Print features and reviews 
-Online media campaign 
-Author's Web site: ginikoch.com 
-Author's residence: Arizona 

Gini Koch is the author of numerous series, 
including the Alien/Katherine Kitty Katt series, the 
Martian Alliance series, and Alexander Outland 
series. She also writes as Anita Ensal, Jemma 
Chase, A.E. Stanton, and J.C. Koch. Gini lives in 
Arizona. 
 
Romy Nordlinger is a New York City-based 
actress. As an audiobook narrator, Romy has lent 
her talents to nearly a hundred titles ranging in 
genres from romance and self-help to sci-fi and 
mystery. Her TV credits include roles on Law & 
Order and One Life to Live. 

Author(s): Gini Koch 
Read by: Romy Nordlinger 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Daw Books 04/06/2010 
Running Time: 13 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: North America 
Publication Date: 04/16/2014 
Trade | 9781494501051 | 11 CDs | $44.99 
Library | 9781494531058 | 11 CDs | $90.99 
MP3 | 9781494551056 | 2 CDs | $29.99 
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Praise:  
"Excellent. . . . Upson upsets [listeners'] expectations with a surprise that keeps the suspense high to the satisfying 
conclusion." -Publishers Weekly Starred Review 
 
"A well-crafted, suspenseful homage to the great Tey." -Linda Fairstein 

Nicola Upson blends biography and fiction, excitement and 
menace, and a touch of Alfred Hitchcock in a mystery starring 
real-life writer Josephine Tey.  
 
Summer, 1936: Josephine Tey joins her friends in the resort village 
of Portmeirion to celebrate her fortieth birthday. Alfred Hitchcock 
and his wife, Alma Reville, are there to sign a deal to film 
Josephine's novel, A Shilling for Candles, and Alfred Hitchcock has 
one or two tricks up his sleeve to keep the holiday party 
entertained-and expose their deepest fears. But things get out of 
hand when one of Hollywood's leading actresses is brutally slashed 
to death in a cemetery near the village. The following day, fear and 
suspicion take over in a setting where nothing-and no one-is quite 
what it seems. 

Fear in the Sunlight  
Book 4 in the Josephine Tey Mysteries series 
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-Publishers Weekly starred review 
-Online advertising campaign 
-National radio and print campaign 
-Ten-stop blog tour 
-Social media promotion 
-Author's Web site: nicolaupson.com 
-Author's residence: United Kingdom 

Nicola Upson is the award-winning author of 
several novels, including An Expert in Murder, Angel 
With Two Faces, and Two for Sorrow. She is also 
the author of a number of non-fiction books, 
including Mythologies and In Good Company. Nicola 
lives in the UK. 
 
Wanda McCaddon has narrated well over six 
hundred titles for major audio publishers and has 
earned more than twenty-five Earphones Awards 
from AudioFile magazine. She has also won a 
coveted Audie Award, and AudioFile has named 
her one of recording's Golden Voices. 

Author(s): Nicola Upson 
Read by: Wanda McCaddon 
Category: FICTION/Mystery & Detective 
Print Publisher: Bourbon Street Books 04/09/2013 
Running Time: 13 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/22/2014 
Trade | 9781494501310 | 11 CDs | $44.99 
Library | 9781494531317 | 11 CDs | $90.99 
MP3 | 9781494551315 | 2 CDs | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
MYSTERY



Praise:  
"Blake successfully blends crime, magic, romance, and self-discovery in her lively debut." -Publisher's Weekly 
 
"If you've been looking for a terrific new mystery series, your wish has been granted." -Denise Swanson 

After discovering that she hails from a long line of Wishcrafters- 
witches with the power to grant wishes using spells-Darcy 
Merriweather finds herself in the middle of a murder investigation.  
 
Darcy Merriweather and her sister, Harper, hail from a long line of 
witches who have the power to grant wishes using spells. They've 
come to Enchanted Village in Salem, Massachusetts, to join the 
family business, but they soon find themselves knee deep in 
murder. 
 
Until three weeks ago, Darcy and Harper were working dead-end 
jobs and trying to put their troubles behind them. Then their aunt 
Velma delivered a bombshell: They're actually Wishcrafters-witches 
with the power to grant wishes with a mere spell. Wanting a fresh 
start, they head to their aunt's magic-themed tourist town to 
master their newfound skills. 
 
But their magic fails them when a wannabe witch turns up dead-
strangled with Aunt Ve's scarf-and Ve's sweetheart, Sylar, is found 
looming over the body. Ve is standing by her man, but Darcy 
overheard Skylar wish that the victim would disappear-forever. With 
Harper distracted by her handsome new crush, Darcy is determined 
to sleuth her way to the truth. But it'll take more than a wish to 
unravel this mystery... 

It Takes a Witch  
Book 1 in the Wishcraft Mystery series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Heather Blake is the pseudonym for an 
established, Agatha Award-winning cozy mystery 
author with a fun, humorous voice 
-For fans of Victoria Laurie, Madelyn Alt, and 
Juliet Blackwell 
-Author's Web site: heatherblakebooks.com 
-Author's residence: Cinncinnati Ohio area 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
The Good, the Bad and the Witchy 9781494500627 Blake, Heather April 2014 $39.99
A Witch Before Dying 9781494500610 Blake, Heather April 2014 $39.99

Heather Blake is a pseudonym of Heather 
Webber, the bestselling author of more than a 
dozen novels, including the Nina Quinn Mysteries 
and the Lucy Valentine books. Heather has been 
nominated twice for an Agatha Award. She 
currently lives in the Cincinnati area with her 
family. 
 
AudioFile Earphones Award winner Coleen Marlo 
has been nominated three times for an Audie 
Award, winning for Snakewoman of Little Egypt by 
Robert Hellenga. She has also been awarded 
three Listen-Up Awards from Publishers Weekly, 
and Publishers Weekly named Coleen Audiobook 
Reader of the Year for 2010. 

Author(s): Heather Blake 
Read by: Coleen Marlo 
Category: FICTION/Fantasy 
Print Publisher: Signet 01/03/2012 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 03/26/2014 
Trade | 9781494500603 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494530600 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550608 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"A terrific new mystery series." -Denise Swanson New York Times bestselling author 

Darcy Merriweather is Salem's newest resident Wishcrafter-a 
witch who can grant wishes for others. While Darcy isn't able to 
grant wishes for herself, she does possess a certain knack for 
solving problems-including the occasional murder.  
 
When Darcy is hired by Elodie Keaton to clean up her missing 
mother's disorderly home, the Wishcrafter is certainly up for the 
task. After all, the motto of her Aunt Ve's personal concierge service 
As You Wish is "No Job Impossible." But beneath the piles of old 
newspapers and knickknacks Darcy discovers something much more 
disturbing-Patrice Keaton's body. 
 
Darcy's determined to give Elodie peace of mind by investigating 
her mother's disappearance and death. Patrice was last seen over a 
year ago after a fight with her Charmcrafter boyfriend. Was her 
murder a crime of passion? Or were Patrice's troubles caused by the 
Anicula, a wish-granting amulet? Now Darcy has to not only find a 
killer, she has to find the Anicula-before the power of ultimate wish 
fulfillment falls into the wrong hands. 

A Witch Before Dying  
Book 2 in the Wishcraft Mystery series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Heather Blake is the pseudonym for an 
established, Agatha Award-winning cozy mystery 
author with a fun, humorous voice 
-For fans of Victoria Laurie, Madelyn Alt, and 
Juliet Blackwell 
-Author's Web site: heatherblakebooks.com 
-Author's residence: Cinncinnati Ohio area 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
The Good, the Bad and the Witchy 9781494500627 Blake, Heather April 2014 $39.99
It Takes a Witch 9781494500603 Blake, Heather March 2014 $39.99

Heather Blake is a two-time Agatha Award 
nominee and the bestselling author of more than 
a dozen novels, including the Nina Quinn 
Mysteries and the Lucy Valentine books. She lives 
in the Cincinnati area. 
 
AudioFile Earphones Award winner Coleen Marlo 
has been nominated three times for an Audie 
Award, winning for Snakewoman of Little Egypt by 
Robert Hellenga. She has also been awarded 
three Listen-Up Awards from Publishers Weekly, 
and Publishers Weekly named Coleen Audiobook 
Reader of the Year for 2010. 

Author(s): Heather Blake 
Read by: Coleen Marlo 
Category: FICTION/Fantasy 
Print Publisher: Signet 08/07/2012 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/01/2014 
Trade | 9781494500610 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494530617 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550615 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Darcy Merriweather is Enchanted Village's newest resident 
Wishcrafter-a witch who can grant wishes for others. But as Darcy 
prepares a celebration for a magical florist, she discovers that 
every rose has its thorns.  
 
When magical florist Harriette Harkette decides to throw a lavish 
eightieth birthday party for herself, she hires Darcy's Aunt Ve's 
personal concierge service, As You Wish, to plan the soiree. But 
turning eighty isn't all Harriette is celebrating-the Floracrafter has 
recently created the midnight black Witching Hour rose, the first all-
natural rose of that color. 
 
Darcy works hard on planning an extravagant celebration that will 
make Harriette feel like the belle of the ball. But when cake 
delivery boy Michael Healey-a former employee at Harriette's 
greenhouse-is found dead, the celebration takes a turn. Now 
Michael's ghost has imprinted on Darcy, meaning that they're 
bonded until she can untangle the thicket surrounding his murder-
and what exactly it has to do with the Witching Hour rose. 

The Good, the Bad and the Witchy  
Book 3 in the Wishcraft Mystery series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Heather Blake is the pseudonym for an 
established, Agatha Award-winning cozy mystery 
author with a fun, humorous voice 
-For fans of Victoria Laurie, Madelyn Alt, and 
Juliet Blackwell 
-Author's Web site: heatherblakebooks.com 
-Author's residence: Cinncinnati Ohio area 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
A Witch Before Dying 9781494500610 Blake, Heather April 2014 $39.99
It Takes a Witch 9781494500603 Blake, Heather March 2014 $39.99

Heather Blake is a two-time Agatha Award 
nominee and the bestselling author of more than 
a dozen novels, including the Nina Quinn 
Mysteries and the Lucy Valentine books. She lives 
in the Cincinnati area. 
 
AudioFile Earphones Award winner Coleen Marlo 
has been nominated three times for an Audie 
Award, winning for Snakewoman of Little Egypt by 
Robert Hellenga. She has also been awarded 
three Listen-Up Awards from Publishers Weekly, 
and Publishers Weekly named Coleen Audiobook 
Reader of the Year for 2010. 

Author(s): Heather Blake 
Read by: Coleen Marlo 
Category: FICTION/Fantasy 
Print Publisher: Signet 04/02/2013 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/15/2014 
Trade | 9781494500627 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494530624 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550622 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Abbott gives readers a nicely crafted mystery." -RT Book Reviews 

In 1926, Agatha Christie disappeared-making headlines across the 
world-only to show up eleven days later at a spa under an assumed 
name. During those eleven days, did she have time to write a play? 
 
 
Jordan Kelly needs a new job and a new place to live. She's back in 
Harrison Falls, New York, living with her not so law-abiding uncles, in 
debt thanks to a credit card-stealing ex and pending grad school 
loans. 
 
Enter the perfect job, a research position that includes room and 
board, which will allow her to spend her days hunting down rare 
mysteries for an avid book collector. There's just one problem: her 
employer, Vera Van Alst-the most hated citizen of Harrison Falls. 
 
Jordan's first assignment is to track down a rumored Agatha 
Christie play. It seems easy enough, but Jordan soon finds out that 
her predecessor was killed while looking for it, and there is still 
someone out there willing to murder to keep the play out of Vera's 
hands. Jordan's new job is good...but is it worth her life? 

The Christie Curse  
Book 1 in the Book Collector Mystery series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Pseudonym of writing team Victoria and Mary 
Jane Maffini 
-For fans of Lorna Barrett's Booktown series 
-Online promotion 
-Authors' Web site: victoria-abbott.com 
-Authors' residence: Canada 

Victoria Abbott is a pseudonym for the 
collaboration between artist, photographer, and 
short story author Victoria Maffini and her mother, 
Mary Jane Maffini, author of the Charlotte Adams 
mysteries. 
 
Carla Mercer-Meyer, an AudioFile Earphones 
Award-winning audiobook narrator, has a strong 
musical theater background, and her 
performances include Into the Woods, You're a 
Good Man, Charlie Brown, and many other 
theatrical productions. 

Author(s): Victoria Abbott 
Read by: Carla Mercer-Meyer 
Category: FICTION/Mystery & Detective 
Print Publisher: Berkley Pub Group (Mm) 03/05/2013 
Running Time: 10 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/15/2014 
Trade | 9781494500993 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494530990 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550998 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Jordan Kelly is delighted to make money tracking down rare and 
valuable mystery novels for her employer, Vera Van Alst, an avid 
collector and the most difficult woman in Harrison Falls, New York. 
But now her boss's complete set of Dorothy Sayers is missing, and 
finding them may lead Jordan to a murder suitable for Sayers' 
esteemed sleuth, Lord Peter Wimsey...  
 
When Jordan manages to locate her boss's missing books, they are 
in the possession of Randolph Adams, an elderly man in a nearby 
town. Offering a valuable Hemingway first edition as an incentive, 
Jordan thinks she's about to seal the deal-but some of Randolph's 
relatives think he should hold out for more. 
 
Then the entire family disappears-and a dead body shows up. It's 
up to Jordan to collect the clues-and make sure a killer gets 
booked. 

The Sayers Swindle  
Book 2 in the Book Collector Mystery series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Pseudonym of writing team Victoria and Mary 
Jane Maffini 
-For fans of Lorna Barrett's Booktown series 
-Online promotion 
-Authors' Web site: victoria-abbott.com 
-Authors' residence: Canada 

Victoria Abbott is a pseudonym for the 
collaboration between artist, photographer, and 
short story author Victoria Maffini and her mother, 
Mary Jane Maffini, author of the Charlotte Adams 
mysteries. 
 
Carla Mercer-Meyer, an AudioFile Earphones 
Award-winning audiobook narrator, has a strong 
musical theater background, and her 
performances include Into the Woods, You're a 
Good Man, Charlie Brown, and many other 
theatrical productions. 

Author(s): Victoria Abbott 
Read by: Carla Mercer-Meyer 
Category: FICTION/Mystery & Detective 
Print Publisher: Berkley Pub Group (Mm) 12/03/2013 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/30/2014 
Trade | 9781494501006 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494531003 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494551001 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Humor and plenty of Southern charm buoy James's fifth Cat in the Stacks mystery." -Publishers Weekly 
 
"The old southern charm recollects Rita Mae Brown's Sneaky Pie series (without the talking animals), while Charlie's 
investigative techniques may bring some of Agatha Christie's characters to mind." -Library Journal 
 

Everyone in Athena, Mississippi, knows Charlie Harris, the librarian 
with a rescued Maine coon cat named Diesel. He's returned to his 
hometown to immerse himself in books, but when a feud erupts 
between the town's richest ladies, the writing on the wall spells 
murder.  
 
The Ducote sisters are in a tiff with Vera Cassity over the location of 
this year's library fundraising gala, and Charlie would rather curl up 
in a corner than get into the fray. It seems everyone-even his 
housekeeper Azalea-has it in for Vera. And at the gala, she gives 
them good reason, with a public display of rancor aimed at anyone 
who gets in her way. 
 
But those bitter words wind up being her last. When Charlie 
discovers Azalea standing over Vera's dead body, it's up to him-with 
a little help from Diesel-to clear Azalea's name, and catch a killer 
before his last chapter is finished. 

Out of Circulation  
Book 4 in the Cat in the Stacks Mystery series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times bestselling author
-Print advertising in mystery publications 
-Social media outreach 
-Online promotion 
-For fans of Leann Sweeney, Rebecca M. Hale, 
and Lilian Jackson Braun 
-Author's Web site: catinthestacks.com 
-Author's residence: Texas 

Edgar Award-winning author Miranda James is the 
author of the Cat in the Stacks series, as well as 
other mystery novels. His works have appeared 
on the New York Times bestseller list. Miranda 
lives in Texas. 
 
Erin Bennett is an actress, singer, and voice-over 
artist whose passion for storytelling informs her 
love of narrating audiobooks. Her genres vary 
widely from contemporary fiction to mysteries to 
science fiction and romance, and her voice-over 
work spans animation, radio plays for the BBC, 
video games, and television commercials. 

Author(s): Miranda James 
Read by: Erin Bennett 
Category: FICTION/Mystery & Detective 
Print Publisher: Berkley Books 01/29/2013 
Running Time: 8 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/29/2014 
Trade | 9781452618869 | 7 CDs | $37.99 
Library | 9781452648866 | 7 CDs | $77.99 
MP3 | 9781452668864 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Barrett's sixth Booktown mystery features a quirky collection of characters, a mystery that keeps you guessing." -
Kirkus 
 
"In Stoneham, Barrett has created an interesting world with recurring characters, and Murder on the Half Shelf is a 
pleasing addition to her body of work." -Richamond Times-Dispatch 

Tricia Miles-owner of Haven't Got a Clue, the best mystery 
bookstore in Stoneham, New Hampshire-once again plays amateur 
sleuth as she is unexpectedly reunited with a man from a chapter 
of her life she closed long ago.  
 
The town of Stoneham is a haven for bookstores, but it is sadly 
lacking in bed-and-breakfasts. Fortunately Pippa and Jon Comfort's 
Sheer Comfort Inn is about to open, and the couple has offered 
some locals a free night as a trial run. 
 
But it won't be so easy to sleep after Tricia makes two startling 
discoveries: Pippa's murdered body in the backyard, and the fact 
that Pippa's husband, Jon, is actually Harry Tyler, a man Tricia 
loved-and believed dead-for nearly twenty years. 
 
Though Harry is the prime suspect, Tricia doesn't believe him 
capable of murder, even though he's led a life of lies. Especially 
when she discovers that Pippa had a few secrets of her own-some 
that may have been worth killing for. 

Murder on the Half Shelf  
Book 6 in the Booktown Mystery series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times bestselling author 
-New York media and in-store author 
appearances 
-Blog tour 
-Print features and reviews 
-Author's Web site: lornabarrett.com 
-Author's residence: Rochester, NY 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Not the Killing Type 9781494500665 Barrett, Lorna April 2014 $39.99

Lorna Barrett is the New York Times bestselling 
author of the popular Booktown Mystery series, 
including Murder Is Binding, Bookmarked for Death, 
and Bookplate Special, which was an Agatha 
nominee for Best Novel in 2009. She lives in 
Rochester, New York. 
 
Karen White has been narrating and directing 
audiobooks for more than a dozen years and has 
well over one hundred books to her credit. 
Honored to be included among AudioFile's Best 
Voices 2010 and 2011, she is also an Audie 
Award finalist and has earned multiple AudioFile 
Earphones Awards for narration and direction. 

Author(s): Lorna Barrett 
Read by: Karen White 
Category: FICTION/Mystery & Detective 
Print Publisher: Berkley Pub Group 07/03/2012 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/02/2014 
Trade | 9781494500658 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494530655 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550653 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Barrett continues her winning ways with another mystery chock full of interesting suspects and a surprising 
denouement." -Kirkus 
 
"Barrett writes some intriguingly interesting mysteries with some fun characters. It's always entertaining to see what 
mischief Tricia and Angelica get into." -Fresh Fiction 

In the latest novel in the New York Times bestselling Booktown 
Mystery series, amateur sleuth and bookstore owner Tricia Miles 
gets caught up in a local election that turns lethal.  
 
It's November in Stoneham, New Hampshire, and time for the 
Chamber of Commerce elections. The long-standing Chamber 
president is being challenged by a former lover-Tricia's own sister, 
Angelica. Also throwing his hat in the ring is small business owner 
Stan Berry. Unfortunately, Stan isn't in the race for long. 
 
When Stan is found murdered, his political rivals become suspects. 
Angelica is going to need more than a vote of confidence from her 
sister-she needs Tricia to clear her name so she can win the 
election. 
 
Tricia soon uncovers a ballot box full of lies and betrayals, and a 
chamber full of people who had grudges against the victim. But 
were they serious enough to lead to murder? It's up to Tricia to pull 
the lever on a killer before it's curtains for someone else. 

Not the Killing Type  
Book 7 in the Booktown Mystery series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times bestselling author 
-New York media and in-store author 
appearances 
-Blog tour 
-Print features and reviews 
-Author's Web site: lornabarrett.com 
-Author's residence: Rochester, NY 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Murder on the Half Shelf 9781494500658 Barrett, Lorna April 2014 $39.99

Lorna Barrett is the New York Times bestselling 
author of the popular Booktown Mystery series, 
including Murder Is Binding, Bookmarked for Death, 
and Bookplate Special, which was an Agatha 
nominee for Best Novel in 2009. She lives in 
Rochester, New York. 
 
Karen White has been narrating and directing 
audiobooks for more than a dozen years and has 
well over one hundred books to her credit. 
Honored to be included among AudioFile's Best 
Voices 2010 and 2011, she is also an Audie 
Award finalist and has earned multiple AudioFile 
Earphones Awards for narration and direction. 

Author(s): Lorna Barrett 
Read by: Karen White 
Category: FICTION/Mystery & Detective 
Print Publisher: Berkley Pub Group 07/02/2013 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/14/2014 
Trade | 9781494500665 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494530662 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550660 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Thea Harrison presents two entertaining novellas set in the world 
of the Elder Races.  
 
In True Colors: 
Alice Clark, a Wyr and schoolteacher, has had two friends murdered 
in as many days, and she's just found the body of a third. She 
arrives at the scene only minutes before Gideon Riehl, a wolf Wyr 
and current detective in the Wyr Division of Violent Crime-and, as 
Alice oh-so-inconveniently recognizes at first sight, her mate. But 
the sudden connection Riehl and Alice feel is complicated when the 
murders are linked to a serial killer who last struck seven years 
ago, killing seven people in seven days. They have just one night 
before the killer strikes again. And every sign points to Alice as the 
next victim. 
 
In Natural Evil: 
Claudia Hunter is on a road trip through the Nevada desert when 
she sees the body of a dog on the side of the highway. Pulling over 
to investigate, she quickly determines that the enormous animal is 
clinging to life. While working to save him with the help of the local 
vet, Claudia realizes there's something about the creature that 
seems more. Other. Wyr. Which makes this case of animal cruelty 
attempted murder. Too injured to shape shift, Luis Alvaraz is 
reluctant to tell Claudia what he knows about his attack, afraid it will 
only make her a target. But the sheriff is corrupt, and his attackers 
know Luis is alive and vulnerable. To make matters worse, a 
sandstorm is sweeping into town, and if they're going to survive the 
night, Luis will have to place all his trust in Claudia. 

Divine Tarot  
Book 3.5 in the Elder Races series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
-Online advertising 
-Social media outreach and online promotion 
-The author has received great endorsements 
from such paranormal heavyweights as J.R. Ward, 
Christine Feehan, Nalini Singh, Angela Knight, 
Anya Bast, and Shannon K. Butcher 
-Author Web site: theaharrison.com 
-Author's residence: Northern California 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Kinked 9781452605319 Harrison, Thea November 2013 $39.99
Lord's Fall 9781452605302 Harrison, Thea November 2012 $39.99
Oracle's Moon 9781452605296 Harrison, Thea March 2012 $44.99
Serpent's Kiss 9781452603667 Harrison, Thea October 2011 $44.99

Thea Harrison is the pen name of author Teddy 
Harrison. She wrote her first book at age 
nineteen and had sixteen romances published 
under the name Amanda Carpenter. Thea holds 
graduate degrees in philanthropic studies and 
library information science and has worked as an 
activist for a nonprofit consumer rights 
organization, a receptionist, an office manager, 
and a director of development and research. She 
lives in northern California. 
 
An avid reader her whole life, Sophie Eastlake 
happily extends her love of books to her passion 
for narrating. She lives in New York, where she 
survives the subway grind with a book in her hand 
and drops in on every literary reading she can 
find, while on a never-ending quest for the 
perfect cup of coffee. 

Author(s): Thea Harrison 
Read by: Sophie Eastlake 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Samhain  
Running Time: 6 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/23/2014 
Trade | 9781452612805 | 5 CDs | $37.99 
Library | 9781452642802 | 5 CDs | $65.99 
MP3 | 9781452662800 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
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Praise: for the Shifters Unbound novels: 
 
"A riveting read, with intriguing characters, page-turning action, and danger lurking around every turn. Ashley's Shifter 
world is exciting, sexy, and magical." -Yasmine Galenorn, New York Times bestselling author 
 
"Danger, desire, and sizzling hot action!" -Alyssa Day, New York Times bestselling author 

In Jennifer Ashley's latest Shifters Unbound novel, a man has 
resigned himself to a life half lived, but a beautiful, courageous 
woman has him longing for something more.  
 
Graham McNeil knows that his pack is unruly, but he's not sure he 
can take the next step toward pack stability. After losing his first 
mate long ago, Graham has worked hard to keep his heart in 
check. Besides, even if he was inclined to choose a new mate, his 
girlfriend, Misty, is human-a fact that won't sit well with Graham's 
old-fashioned pack. 
 
But Misty is going through a crisis of her own, one that brings 
danger and death to the pack. With the wolves doubly convinced 
that there needs to be a shake-up, Graham must now defend his 
leadership and save the woman he has grown to love-before 
Shiftertown is pulled into an all-out war. 

Wild Wolf  
Book 6 in the Shifters Unbound series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Print advertising 
-Social media outreach 
-Ashley's novels have won RWA's RITA award, the 
Golden Quill, RT Reviewers' Choice Awards, and 
the Prism Award, among others 
-Author's Web site: jennifersromances.com 
-Author's residence: Southwest 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Feral Heat 9781452616575 Ashley, Jennifer March 2014 $35.99
Lone Wolf 9781452616568 Ashley, Jennifer November 2013 $35.99
Hard Mated 9781452615189 Ashley, Jennifer July 2013 $34.99
Bodyguard 9781452615172 Ashley, Jennifer July 2013 $29.99

Jennifer Ashley is the New York Times and USA 
Today bestselling author of the Shifters Unbound 
series and the Mackenzies series, among other 
titles. 
 
An award-winning storyteller and a graduate of 
Johns Hopkins University, Cris Dukehart has 
narrated books in a plethora of genres, from 
romance, science fiction, and young adult to 
children's literature and autobiography. Her voice, 
with an endearing mix of sweetness and pluck, 
can be heard around the world and across the 
Web in commercials, e-learning projects, and 
corporate narrations. 

Author(s): Jennifer Ashley 
Read by: Cris Dukehart 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Berkley Sensation 01/07/2014 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/01/2014 
Trade | 9781452616247 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452646244 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452666242 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"A perfect ten." -Kate Douglas, author of the Wolf Tales books 
 
"A writer to watch!" -Angela Knight, New York Time bestselling author of Master of Shadows 

Dakota Cassidy presents the first entry in her hilarious, sexy 
Accidentally Friends series.  
 
When Marty Andrews gets bitten by a mangy mutt while walking her 
teacup poodle, her blond hair darkens, the hair on her legs starts 
growing at an alarming rate, and her mood swings put her dream 
job as a sales rep for Bobbie-Sue Cosmetics in serious jeopardy. 
 
Then a drool-worthy man shows up at her door claiming that he 
accidentally bit Marty. And since he's a werewolf, she is now, too. 
Thinking Keegan Flaherty is clearly insane, Marty refuses to believe 
a word until a kidnapping makes her realize there's more at stake 
than just her highlights. And she must put her out-of-control life in 
the hands of the man who makes her blood run wild in more ways 
than one... 

The Accidental Werewolf  
Book 1 in the Accidentally Friends series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Online promotion 
-For fans of MaryJanice Davidson and Katie 
MacAlister 
-Author Web site: dakotacassidy.com 
-Author's residence: Oregon 

Dakota Cassidy is the nationally bestselling 
author of the Plum Orchard series, the Ex Trophy 
Wives series, and the Hell series, among other 
novels. She lives in Oregon. 
 
Meredith Mitchell is an actress who has performed 
in film, in television, and on stage. Her film work 
includes Mona Lisa Smile and The Reunion. She has 
recorded numerous audiobooks, including the 
audio version of Vanity Fair magazine. 
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Praise:  
"Full of secrets, deadly intrigue and steamy romance." -Elisabeth Naughton, New York Times bestselling author 

In the first novel of Rachel Grant's Evidence series, intrigue, 
secrets, and international smuggling schemes threaten Erica and 
Lee's new relationship.  
 
Accused of stealing artifacts from a five-hundred-year-old 
shipwreck, underwater archaeologist Erica Kesling is determined to 
clear her name. She's concealed her past and taken a job certain to 
give her access to the buyer of the missing antiquities. She's finally 
closing in on her goal when she's distracted by a sexy, charismatic 
intern who makes her want something other than revenge. 
 
But Lee Scott is no intern. He's looking for the lead conspirator in 
an international artifact smuggling scheme, and Erica is his prime 
suspect. He'll do whatever it takes to win her trust and get her to 
reveal her secrets, even seduce her. 
 
As Erica and Lee struggle to conceal their real agendas, the one 
thing they can't hide is the attraction that burns hot between them. 
When Erica's quest puts her life in jeopardy, Lee must choose 
between old loyalties and a woman he never expected to fall for. 

Concrete Evidence  
Book 1 in the Evidence series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Four-time Romantic Suspense Golden Heart 
Finalist 
-Author's Web site: rachel-grant.net 
-Author's residence Pacific Northwest 

Four-time Golden Heart finalist Rachel Grant 
worked for over a decade as a professional 
archaeologist and mines her experiences for 
storylines and settings. She lives in the Pacific 
Northwest with her husband and children. 
 
Meredith Mitchell is an actress who has performed 
in film, in television, and on stage. Her film work 
includes Mona Lisa Smile and The Reunion. She has 
recorded numerous audiobooks, including the 
audio version of Vanity Fair magazine. 
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USA Today bestselling author J. L. Mac presents the thrilling 
conclusion to her Wrecked series.  
 
For the first time in her life, twenty-five-year-old Josephine Geroux 
has a future worth looking forward to. She has her beloved 
bookstore, she has all the comforts that money can buy, she has 
found the love of her life, and most importantly, she has found 
hope where there was none for sixteen long years. 
 
After the tragic deaths of her parents and her troubled life as an 
orphan, she met Damon Cole, a man who has everything to do with 
it all. He's part of the reason for her wrecked life, but he's also the 
reason that her heart has been restored. He's her future and the 
exact reason that she's so willing to fight the demons from his past 
that threaten the very future that she so desperately seeks. 
 
In the final book of the Wrecked series, Jo is confronted with a 
turbulent history that has her negotiating the twists and turns that 
end up being far more difficult to handle than she ever could have 
anticipated. Jo's relationship with enigmatic Damon is delicate at 
best, especially after she inadvertently discovers details about his 
life that may have been better left buried. 
 
Since Damon's dark past has remained hidden for so long, Jo's 
investigation puts her dangerously close to jeopardizing her already 
fragile relationship with the man she loves. 
 
Jo has a promising future at her fingertips; she must decide if 
revealing the truth to Damon is a gamble she's willing to take. With 
so much at stake, acceptance proves to be Jo's greatest battle to 
date. 

Accept Me  
Book 3 in the Wrecked series 
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-USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: jlmacbooks.blogspot.com 
-Author's residence: El Paso, TX 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Restore Me 9781452615844 Mac, J. L. October 2013 $34.99
Wreck Me 9781452615837 Mac, J. L. October 2013 $34.99

J. L. Mac is the USA Today bestselling author of 
the Wrecked series. She was born and raised in 
Galveston, Texas, until she married her husband 
in July 2005. J. L. spends her free time reading, 
writing, and playing with her two young children. 
She currently lives in El Paso, Texas. 
 
Veronica Meunch is a classically trained actress 
who fell in love with theater and storytelling as a 
child. As a teen, when not acting and performing, 
Veronica spent her summers devouring romance 
novels and thrillers. She travels extensively and 
has a black belt in karate. 
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In K. S. Smith's debut novel, a woman searching for Mr. Right and a 
man who loves the bachelor lifestyle may prove that opposites do 
attract.  
 
Reagan Larson has been dealt her fair share of tragedy, but each 
time she has come out on top. Her heart is callused, but she still 
has hope. She may be the last one of her sorority sisters to still be 
single, but she knows Mr. Right is out there. Reagan is ready to 
move forward with her life when the time is right, or so she thinks. 
Unfortunately, when love is staring her straight in the face she 
keeps finding ways to hide from it. 
 
The last thing Cole Conrad is looking for is commitment. He is set 
in his bachelor ways and has no intentions of leaving them. Having 
any woman he desires at his fingertips is how he has always lived. 
Cole is used to playing by his rules, until he meets Reagan Larson, 
and for the first time, after what had to have been one of his most 
fulfilling evenings with a woman, he wakes up feeling alone and 
used. 

One Night With Him 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-One Night with Him hit the Amazon Best Sellers in 
Contemporary Romance Fiction Top 100 List the 
day it was published 
-Author's residence: Tampa, FL 

K. S. Smith is a twenty-seven-year-old aspiring 
new contemporary romance author. Her debut 
novel, One Night With Him, hit the Amazon Best 
Sellers in Contemporary Romance Fiction Top 100 
List the day it was published. When she's not 
writing, she enjoys spending quality time with her 
family and friends, or with her nose stuck in a 
book. K. S. lives in Tampa, Florida. 
 
After graduating from the University of the Arts in 
Philadelphia, Leah Mallach embarked on an 
extensive career in the theater before finding her 
new love: narrating audiobooks. She enjoys the 
challenge of performing with only her voice. Her 
favorite roles include Charlotte Wallace in Beyond 
Therapy and Missy Yager in This Is Our Youth, 
Stella, and Things We Want. 
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Praise:  
"Hysterical! Made me want to break out a can of Aqua Net and hit the Jersey shore. Loved the characters and their 
sweet and steamy love story. You'll find yourself rooting for Layla and dreaming about Trip for years to come." -Mika 
Thomas, Fiction Review 

T. Torrest presents the first book in a sweet, hilarious 
contemporary romance series.  
 
Years before Trip Wiley could be seen on movie screens all over the 
world, he could be seen sitting in the desk behind me in my high 
school English class. 
 
This was back in 1990, and I cite the year only to avoid 
dumbfounding you when references to big hair or stretch pants are 
mentioned. Although, come to think of it, I am from New Jersey, 
which may serve as explanation enough. We were teenagers then, 
way back in a time before anyone, himself included, could even 
dream he'd turn into the Hollywood commodity that he is today. 
 
I'm sure I don't need to tell you who Trip Wiley is. But on the off 
chance you've been living under a rock for the past decade, just 
know that these days, he's the bad boy actor found at the top of 
every casting director's wish list. He's incredibly talented and 
insanely gorgeous, the combination of which has made him very 
rich, very famous, and very desirable. 
 
And not just to casting directors, either. 
 
I can't confirm any of the gossip from his early years out in 
Tinseltown, but based on what I knew of his life before he was 
famous, I can tell you that the idea of Girls-Throwing-Themselves-
At-Trip is not a new concept. 
 
I should know. I was one of them. 
 
And my life hasn't been the same since. 

Remember When  
Book 1 in the Remember When series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Author's residence: New Jersey 

T. Torrest is a fiction writer from the U.S. Her 
main audience is mature teens and twenty-
somethings, but her stories are geared toward 
women of any age that know how to enjoy a good 
laugh and a dreamy romance. She lives in New 
Jersey. 
 
Allyson Ryan has narrated over fifty audiobooks, 
among them On the Divinity of Second Chances by 
Kaya McLaren, for which Allyson received an 
AudioFile Earphones Award. She also has an 
extensive stage and TV resume, and appears as 
"Young Mom" in dozens of TV commercials 
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Praise:  
"T. Torrest does an excellent job. This book made me laugh, it made me cry, and it made me think. I loved it all." -
Christine, SheReadsALot 

T. Torrest presents the highly anticipated sequel to Remember 
When.  
 
You know how sometimes, your high school crush grows up to be an 
insanely famous movie star? Okay, probably not. But I do. 
 
Back in high school, Trip Wiley's fanbase only encompassed the 
denizens of the nothing little suburb of Norman, New Jersey. 
 
Ten years later, all that is about to change. 
 
In the summer of 2000, Layla Warren is enjoying her career as a 
journalist in New York City (well, sort of), while Trip spends most of 
his time grabbing Hollywood by the balls. In the days before what 
will turn out to be his skyrocketing fame, they'll find themselves 
confronted with some life-altering choices. 
 

Remember When 2  
Book 2 in the Remember When series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Author's residence: New Jersey 

T. Torrest is a fiction writer from the U.S. Her 
main audience is mature teens and twenty-
somethings, but her stories are geared toward 
women of any age that know how to enjoy a good 
laugh and a dreamy romance. She lives in New 
Jersey. 
 
Allyson Ryan has narrated over fifty audiobooks, 
among them On the Divinity of Second Chances by 
Kaya McLaren, for which Allyson received an 
AudioFile Earphones Award. She also has an 
extensive stage and TV resume, and appears as 
"Young Mom" in dozens of TV commercials 
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Praise:  
"Tara has knocked it out of the park." -All Romance Reviews 

In this contemporary romance from T. E. Sivec, Gwen, a single 
mother who was once in an abusive relationship, faces down her 
fears and opens her heart to love again. Contains mature themes.  
 
Austin Conrad has never taken his personal life seriously. As a Navy 
SEAL, he spends all of his time in dangerous, life-threatening 
situations. The only way to leave behind the horrors he's seen 
throughout his career is to turn it all off when he gets home. 
 
When Brady Marshall asks him to keep an eye on his baby sister, 
Gwen, Austin figures it will be a walk in the park. The only thing 
Austin likes more than flirting his way under a beautiful woman's 
skin is walking away with a smile on his face. Austin never expects 
that the single mom and her little girl will be the ones getting under 
his skin. 
 
Gwen Stratford knows all too well about living in a nightmare. After 
taking her daughter and fleeing from her abusive husband in the 
middle of the night several months ago, she's worked hard to get 
her life back on track and forget about the man who tried to break 
her. 
 
When scary, mysterious things begin to happen to Gwen and her 
daughter, she realizes you can never outrun your past; it always 
has a way of catching up with you. As she struggles with the desire 
to keep her newfound independence, she knows she won't be able 
to protect herself and her child alone. She'll need to lean on the 
one man who drives her crazy. 
 
Can Gwen really put her trust in a man who thinks life is one big 
joke, or will he be just another man in her life who tries to wear her 
down? 

Worn Me Down  
Book 3 in the Playing with Fire series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: tarasivec.com 
-Author's residence: Ohio 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Because of You 9781452617916 Sivec, T. E. February 2014 $39.99
A Beautiful Lie 9781452617909 Sivec, T. E. February 2014 $49.99

T. E. Sivec is the USA Today bestselling author of 
several books, including the Chocolate Lovers 
series and Watch Over Me. She lives in Ohio. 
 
Award-winning stage actress Abby Craden works 
in all aspects of voice-over and can be heard in 
numerous commercials, animation, video games, 
and audiobooks. AudioFile magazine has awarded 
her an Earphones Award as well as named her 
One of 2012's Best Voices. 
 
Sean Crisden is a multitalented actor and an 
AudioFile Earphones Award-winning narrator who 
has recorded audiobooks in almost every genre, 
from science fiction to romance. He has also 
voiced characters in numerous video games and 
appeared in many commercials and films, 
including The Last Airbender. 
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Praise: Assassins series 
 
"Aleo melts the ice and hits it into the net with her Assassins series." -Jami Davenport, Award-winning author 
 
"Sexy and riveting . . . the perfect combination of love and lust." -Heidi McLaughlin, USA Today bestselling author 

In Toni Aleo's third novel in her hot Assassins series, the chiseled 
men of this Nashville hockey team can make anything happen 
when they go all out for the women they want-even turn a one-
night stand into a happily ever after. Contains mature themes.  
 
Audrey Parker is up against the boards. She's stuck in a job she 
hates and pining for a total jerk. Meanwhile, her sister Fallon is 
moving out and getting married to hockey star Lucas Brooks. 
Where is Audrey's Prince Charming? Nothing she does has ever 
seemed to be good enough for any of the men in her life. Audrey's 
about to hit rock bottom . . . until she wakes up next to Tate 
Odder. 
 
The thrill of moving up from the minors to the Nashville Assassins 
was a welcome distraction. But not even becoming the first rookie 
goalie to tally three shutouts in the Stanley Cup finals alleviates the 
pain. With the loss of his parents and sister weighing as heavily on 
his soul as ever, Tate Odder can't keep pretending he's okay. 
That's when he meets smart, sexy Audrey. Her gentle warmth and 
quirky sense of humor make him feel whole for the first time in too 
long. But to stay that way forever, Tate must find a way to accept 
his past and learn to live for love. 

Empty Net  
Book 3 in the Assassins series 
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-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: tonialeo.com 
-Author's residence: Nashville, TN area 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Trying To Score 9781452617961 Aleo, Toni February 2014 $49.99
Taking Shots 9781452617954 Aleo, Toni December 2013 $49.99

Toni Aleo is the author of the Nashville Assassins 
series. When not rooting for her beloved 
Nashville Predators, she's probably attending her 
husband's and son's hockey games and her 
daughter's dance competitions. 
 
Lucy Malone has narrated dozens of audiobooks 
and is one of the most sought-after voices for 
erotica narration. A number of her titles are 
consistent bestsellers on Amazon and Audible, 
and she has been described as having "the best 
voice in the biz." 
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In the fourth novel of Kelly Elliot's Wanted series, Jessie and 
Scott's relationship is threatened by outside forces. Contains 
mature themes.  
 
Jessie Rhodes has been in love with Scott Reynolds for most of her 
life. But he ran away from her once, leaving her heartbroken. 
 
When they find their way back to one another, things seem to fall 
into place, and they begin to plan their future together... 
 
Until Scott's ex-fiancée deceives them all. With yet another broken 
heart, it is Jessie's turn to run away. During her retreat, she meets 
an intriguing man, and they form a bond that makes Jessie 
question everything. 
 
Scott's world collapses when the only girl he has ever loved 
disappears with no word on her whereabouts. When he finally 
discovers where Jessie has been hiding, he also learns of her new 
relationship. 
 
Will deceit tear them apart? Or can Jessie and Scott survive their 
mistakes and choose to love and to cherish? 

Cherished  
Book 4 in the Wanted series 
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-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: 
authorkellyelliott.blogspot.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Faithful 9781452615547 Elliott, Kelly November 2013 $44.99
Saved 9781452615530 Elliott, Kelly October 2013 $44.99
Wanted 9781452615523 Elliott, Kelly September 2013 $49.99

Kelly Elliott is the author of several contemporary 
romance novels, including the Wanted series. 
 
Nelson Hobbs lives on the sand with a classical 
guitar in one hand and a glass of sangria in the 
other. His voice resonates in this paradise which 
has led to the natural transition to audiobook 
narrator. 
 
Lucy Malone has narrated dozens of audiobooks 
and is one of the most sought-after voices for 
erotica narration. A number of her titles are 
consistent bestsellers on Amazon and Audible, 
and she has been described as having "the best 
voice in the biz." 
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Praise: for Karen Robards 
 
"Robards writes spellbinding romance." -Publishers Weekly 
 
"One terrific storyteller." -Chicago Tribune 

From New York Times bestselling author Karen Robards comes a 
thrilling love story between an orphan and an outlaw nobleman.  
 
Caitlyn was an orphaned beauty with no future-until the rugged 
outlaw nobleman rescued her from the streets. And now they ride 
together in the shadows of the night-on the run from corrupt 
minions of the law-emboldened by the exhilarating heat of the 
chase...and by a love as wild and free as the wind on the moors. 
Caitlyn has vowed she will never forsake Connor, her brave 
champion, her sensuous lover. But to save Connor, she must now 
betray him. Yet the proud lady can never betray the passion that 
joins their hearts...and draws Connor into harm's way to rescue his 
cherished love once more. 

Dark of the Moon 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-National review attention 
-Targeted online promotion 
-Author's Web site: karenrobards.com 
-Author's residence: Louisville, KY 

Karen Robards is a New York Times, USA Today, 
and Publishers Weekly bestselling author. She has 
written twenty-seven novels, including Hunted, The 
Last Kiss Goodbye: A Novel, and Guilty. Karen lives 
in Kentucky with her family. 
 
Elizabeth Wiley is a seasoned actor, dialect 
coach, theater professor, and dedicated narrator. 
She brings over twenty-five years of award-
winning acting and voice experience to the studio 
to create memorable, compelling storytelling. 
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In the latest novel in the Murray Family series, Highlander Sir 
Artan Murray endeavors to win the heart of Cecily Donaldson, a 
woman engaged to a ruthless laird. Contains mature themes.  
 
Sir Artan Murray was right when he decided that the dying old man 
who bid him collect his niece didn't know her at all. The furious 
woman facing him is neither "sweet" nor "biddable." She demands 
the brawny Highlander return her to the wedding party from which 
he took her. But Artan has no intention of allowing so spirited and 
bewitching a creature to endure a loveless marriage to a ruthless 
lord for her clan's sake. He aims to woo the lass and to show her 
that true love also yields unforgettable pleasure. 
 
Cecily Donaldson knows a bond forged by danger and desperation 
cannot endure. But Artan's touch leaves her breathless, and she 
knows this to be her one chance to experience true passion before 
an arranged marriage seals her fate. Yet once begun, passion 
cannot be denied . . . nor can a love with the promise to change 
everything. 

Highland Barbarian  
Book 13 in the Murray Family series 
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-First time on audio 
-New York Times bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: hannahhowell.com 
-Author's residence: West Newbury, MA 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Highland Lover 9781452614700 Howell, Hannah March 2014 $42.99
Highland Champion 9781452614694 Howell, Hannah March 2014 $42.99
Highland Conqueror 9781452614687 Howell, Hannah February 2014 $42.99
Highland Warrior 9781452614670 Howell, Hannah January 2014 $42.99

Hannah Howell is the New York Times bestselling 
author of over forty historical romance novels, 
including the Highland Brides series, the Murray 
Family series, and the Wherlocke series. 
 
Angela Dawe's work includes film, television, 
theater, and improvisational comedy, as well as 
audiobook narration. Among Angela's recordings 
are The Sheen on the Silk by Anne Perry and Savor 
the Moment by Nora Roberts. 
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Praise:  
"Fans of [Howell's] Murray family stories will not be disappointed." -RT Book Reviews 

New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell returns to the 
fateful realms of the Scottish Highlands, where a man's destiny lies 
in the heart of the woman who once betrayed him. Contains 
mature themes.  
 
Beaten and left for dead, Sir Lucas Murray is a man wounded in 
body and soul. He has brought himself back to becoming the 
warrior he once was-except for his ruined leg and the grief he feels 
over the death of the woman he once loved...the same woman who 
led him into his enemies' hands. 
 
Dressed as a masked reiver, it is Katerina Haldane who saves Lucas 
as he battles for his life-and for revenge. Shocked that she still 
lives, Lucas becomes desperate to ignore the desire raging through 
his body. And Katerina becomes desperate to regain his trust, 
trying to convince him of her half-sister's role in his beating. Lucas 
is reluctant to let down his guard, but his resistance melts once 
Katerina is back in his arms...and his bed. Now he must learn to 
trust his instincts-in battle and in love. 

Highland Savage  
Book 14 in the Murray Family series 
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-First time on audio 
-New York Times bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: hannahhowell.com 
-Author's residence: West Newbury, MA 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Highland Barbarian 9781452614717 Howell, Hannah April 2014 $42.99
Highland Lover 9781452614700 Howell, Hannah March 2014 $42.99
Highland Champion 9781452614694 Howell, Hannah March 2014 $42.99
Highland Conqueror 9781452614687 Howell, Hannah February 2014 $42.99

Hannah Howell is the New York Times bestselling 
author of over forty historical romance novels, 
including the Highland Brides series, the Murray 
Family series, and the Wherlocke series. 
 
Angela Dawe's work includes film, television, 
theater, and improvisational comedy, as well as 
audiobook narration. Among Angela's recordings 
are The Sheen on the Silk by Anne Perry and Savor 
the Moment by Nora Roberts. 
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Publication Date: 04/24/2014 
Trade | 9781452614724 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452644721 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452664729 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise: Stolen Bride series 
 
"For fans of Highlander romance, this series is a must read!" -Night Owl Romance 

Award-winning author Eliza Knight presents the highly anticipated 
prequel to the Stolen Bride series.  
 
Laird Jamie Montgomery is a warrior with a mission. When he 
travels to the northern Highlands on the orders of William Wallace, 
temptation in the form of an alluring lass could be his undoing. 
 
Lady Lorna Sutherland can't resist the charms of one irresistible 
Highlander. Though she's been forbidden, she breaks every rule for 
the pleasure of his intoxicating embrace. 
 
When their love is discovered, Jamie is tossed from Sutherland 
lands under threat of death. But danger can't keep the two of them 
apart. No matter what perils may try to separate them, Lorna and 
Jamie swear they'll find a way to be together. 

The Highlander's Temptation  
Book 7 in the Stolen Bride series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Award-winning author 
-Author's Web site: elizaknight.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
The Highlander's Sin 9781452615158 Knight, Eliza December 2013 $39.99
The Highlander's Triumph 9781452615141 Knight, Eliza August 2013 $34.99
The Highlander's Warrior Bride 9781452615134 Knight, Eliza July 2013 $34.99
The Highlander's Lady 9781452612386 Knight, Eliza May 2013 $39.99

Eliza Knight is the bestselling author of the 
historical romance novels A Gentleman's Kiss, the 
Rules of Chivalry series, and the Stolen Bride 
series. 
 
Corrie James has worked on both sides of the 
Atlantic in theater, radio, and audiobooks. Her 
audiobooks include The Companion of Lady 
Holmeshire by Debra Brown and Remember Me by 
Trezza Azzopardi. 

Author(s): Eliza Knight 
Read by: Corrie James 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Self-published 02/01/2014 
Running Time: 8 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/29/2014 
Trade | 9781452615165 | 7 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452645162 | 7 CDs | $77.99 
MP3 | 9781452665160 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 
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Praise:  
"A flawless romance in which an espionage-steeped plot is deftly balanced with a lusciously sensual love story." -
Booklist 
 
"Action packed, bold, daring, compelling, fresh and engaging all describe Bourne's vibrant adventure romances." -RT 
Book Reviews 

From RITA winner Joanna Bourne comes a tale of intrigue, 
attraction, betrayal, and love during the French Revolution.  
 
It's France. 1794. 
 
As usual, civilization has fallen with a basso profundo clatter and all 
right-thinking people are at each other's throats. In Paris, the 
guillotine's doing a roaring business. Civil war batters and bashes 
its way across the countryside. On the philosophical front, the 
world's teetering on the cusp of old loyalties and new. 
 
Maggie's caught in the center. Her old certainties have been swept 
away. Love and loyalty pull in different directions. To survive, she'll 
become someone she barely recognizes. 
 
And Doyle . . . our Doyle is playing the detached loner. This is 
maybe not so smart when half of France is after his neck. 

The Forbidden Rose  
Book 1 in the Spymaster series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-RT Book Review Choice Award for Best Historical 
Romantic Adventure 
-RITA Finalist for Best Historical Romance 
-Online advertising and promotion 
-Author's Web site: joannabourne.com 
-Author's residence: Charlottesville, VA 

Joanna Bourne is the award-winning author of 
historical romances set in England and France 
during the Napoleonic Wars, including My Lord and 
Spymaster and The Spymaster's Lady. Joanna lives 
in the Appalachian Mountains with her family. 
 
Kirsten Potter has won AudioFile Earphones Awards 
for her reading of The Snowball by Alice Schroeder 
and her performance as Barbara in George 
Bernard Shaw's Major Barbara. Her reading of 
Madapple by Christina Meldrum was a Booklist 
Editors' Choice for Best Audiobook 2008. 

Author(s): Joanna Bourne 
Read by: Kirsten Potter 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Berkley Sensation 06/01/2010 
Running Time: 12 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/30/2014 
Trade | 9781494501082 | 10 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494531089 | 10 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494551087 | 1 CD | $29.99 
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Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Fans of historical romance will fall in love with our intrepid heroine and our ornately decorated hero." -Library Journal 
 
"Rodale continues her Writing Girl series, demonstrating that strong women can always find a way to make a difference 
and have it all." -RT Book Reviews 

In this deliciously fun historical romance novel from Maya Rodale, 
a scandal sheet reporter poses as a common housemaid in order to 
uncover whatever nasty little skeletons an adventure-seeking 
Duke may be hiding in his closets. Contains mature themes.  
 
Breaking news, scandal fans! You thought you knew the dangerous 
Duke of Wycliff, London's globe-trotting adventure addict. Here's 
what you don't know: he's penniless. Sebastian Digby's dukely 
lifestyle is over forever, unless he finds a rich bride. But thanks to 
the London Weekly, everyone knows better than to tangle with this 
lothario. Besides (as one writer can testify), it seems that Sebastian 
has been unable to keep his hands off his own lowly housemaid . . 
. 
 
And that's a problem. A big one. Because that housemaid just 
happens to be me. Eliza Fielding. The same undercover Writing Girl 
who's been exposing the Duke's most intimate secrets to the world. 
And now I've gone and complicated everything by falling love with 
him. Passion and deception have never been so delicious, but now 
the truth could destroy everything. This is more than a conflict of 
interest. It's a seduction where love itself hangs in the balance. 

The Tattooed Duke  
Book 3 in the Writing Girls series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-National review attention 
-Perfect for fans of Elizabeth Boyle, Laura Lee 
Guhrke, and Suzanne Enoch 
Rodale belongs to the new generation of young, 
up-and-coming romance writers that includes 
Sophie Jordan, Anne Mallory, and Sarah MacLean 
-Author's Web site: mayarodale.com 
-Author's residence: New York City, NY 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Seducing Mr. Knightly 9781494500092 Rodale, Maya April 2014 $42.99
A Tale of Two Lovers 9781494500078 Rodale, Maya March 2014 $42.99
A Groom of One's Own 9781494500061 Rodale, Maya March 2014 $42.99

Maya Rodale is the author of numerous smart 
and sassy romance novels, including the Bad 
Boys and Wallflowers series, the Writing Girls 
series, and the Negligent Chaperone novels. She 
lives in New York City. 
 
A fan of the genre, Carolyn Morris loves narrating 
romantic fiction and re-creating the Regency 
characters of England or more contemporary 
heroines. For this native Brit, a good cup of tea, a 
microphone and a believable protagonist is the 
perfect formula for a great working day. 

Author(s): Maya Rodale 
Read by: Carolyn Morris 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Avon Books 02/28/2012 
Running Time: 10 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/08/2014 
Trade | 9781494500085 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494530082 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550080 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"There is no doubt this is a charming, humorous, light and sweet read that few will resist enjoying." -RT Book Reviews 
 
"Seducing Mr. Knightly is a wildly romantic and completely charming novel." -Night Owl Reviews 
 

Book four in Maya Rodale's Writing Girls series matches hopelessly 
shy Annabelle Swift with the object of her affections, newspaper 
tycoon Derek Knightly. Contains mature themes.  
 
For ages, it seems, advice columnist Annabelle Swift has loved 
Derek Knightly, editor-owner of the London Weekly, from a distance. 
Determined to finally attract her boss's attention, she seeks advice 
from her loyal readers, who offer Annabelle myriad suggestions, 
from lower-cut bodices (success!) and sultry gazes (disaster!) to a 
surprise midnight rendezvous (wicked!). 
 
Derek never really took note of his shy, wallflower lady writer. But 
suddenly she's exquisite, and he can't get Annabelle out of his 
mind! She must be pursuing someone, but who? For some 
inexplicable reason, the thought of her with another man makes 
Knightly insanely jealous. 

Seducing Mr. Knightly  
Book 4 in the Writing Girls series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-RT Book Reviews Top Pick 
-National review attention 
-Perfect for fans of Elizabeth Boyle, Laura Lee 
Guhrke, and Suzanne Enoch 
Rodale belongs to the new generation of young, 
up-and-coming romance writers that includes 
Sophie Jordan, Anne Mallory, and Sarah MacLean 
-Author's Web site: mayarodale.com 
-Author's residence: New York City, NY 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
The Tattooed Duke 9781494500085 Rodale, Maya April 2014 $42.99
A Tale of Two Lovers 9781494500078 Rodale, Maya March 2014 $42.99
A Groom of One's Own 9781494500061 Rodale, Maya March 2014 $42.99

Maya Rodale is the author of numerous smart 
and sassy romance novels, including the Bad 
Boys and Wallflowers series, the Writing Girls 
series, and the Negligent Chaperone novels. She 
lives in New York City. 
 
A fan of the genre, Carolyn Morris loves narrating 
romantic fiction and re-creating the Regency 
characters of England or more contemporary 
heroines. For this native Brit, a good cup of tea, a 
microphone and a believable protagonist is the 
perfect formula for a great working day. 

Author(s): Maya Rodale 
Read by: Carolyn Morris 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Avon Books 10/30/2012 
Running Time: 10 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/22/2014 
Trade | 9781494500092 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494530099 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550097 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 
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Praise:  
"A humorous romp of marriage mayhem that's a love and laughter treat, tinged with heated sensuality and tenderness. 
This winning combination ensures Bradley's Heiress Brides series will climb the bestseller charts." -RT Book Reviews 

A studious wallflower makes it her mission to capture the heart of 
a handsome rake in this charming historical romance from New 
York Times bestselling author Celeste Bradley.  
 
Sophie Blake's grandfather willed his fortune to the first of his 
granddaughters to marry a duke. Since her cousin, Deirdre, will seal 
the deal any day now, the quiet, bookish Sophie can sit back and 
enjoy her time with the only man she truly adores: Graham. No 
matter that the part charmer, part scoundrel has absolutely no 
designs on her! Sophie is content to engage Graham in lively 
conversation, beat him at cards . . . and probe at the darkness 
hiding behind his rakish smile. 
 
Then Graham unexpectedly gains a title, an estate in near ruins, 
and a mountain of debt. If there is any chance of survival he must 
find a rich wife-quickly. As his hunt for a bride begins, Sophie 
realizes that she isn't even in the running. Suddenly no longer 
content to be a wallflower, Sophie gets a stunning makeover and 
becomes the belle of the ball. Lots of heads are turning . . . 
including Graham's. But this beauty has secrets of her own. Will she 
be his salvation or seal his fate? 

Duke Most Wanted  
Book 3 in the Heiress Brides series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-RT Book Reviews Top Pick 
-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: celestebradley.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
The Duke Next Door 9781494500351 Bradley, Celeste March 2014 $42.99
Desperately Seeking A Duke 9781494500344 Bradley, Celeste March 2014 $42.99
Fallen 9781452612126 Bradley, Celeste March 2013 $39.99

Celeste Bradley is the New York Times bestselling 
author of numerous historical romances, including 
the Runaway Brides series, the Heiress Brides 
series, and the Royal Four novels. 
 
Susan Ericksen, an Audie Award and AudioFile 
Earphones Award winner, has recorded many 
audiobooks, including Naked in Death by J. D. 
Robb. 

Author(s): Celeste Bradley 
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Praise: 
"Song for Sophia is one of the finest historical romances I ever read. The characters were so complex, yet believable, 
and the writing was sharp, intelligent, and witty. Moriah has a rare talent." -Kaki Warner 
 
"Song For Sophia is a delightful historical romance filled with mystery, suspense, sizzling chemistry, and sparkling 
dialogue. . . . Moriah Densley paints a beautiful love affair in her historical romance debut." -Smexy Books 

In this entertaining historical romance from award-winning author 
Moriah Densley, a woman in hiding accepts a position as a servant 
at Rougemont, the home of the brilliant, tortured Earl of Devon.  
 
Desperation has led Anne-Sophia Duncombe to a life of exile. Still, 
she is always just one mistake away from capture and a marriage 
she would rather die than endure. As a last resort to remain hidden 
from her former life, Sophia attempts a radical scheme: a life of 
humility and disguise. 
 
Rumor has it that Wilhelm Montegue, the Earl of Devon, is insane. 
A tormented war hero haunted by scandal, he is only tolerated 
because of his brilliant mind and swarthy good looks. His 
unmentionable "condition," which keeps him confined to his country 
home, is also the source of his talent for composing music. 
 
When a new housemaid is hired at Rougemont, Lord Devon is 
perplexed to find himself fascinated by her. He knows the exquisite 
beauty is keeping secrets but her siren's voice draws him ever 
closer, and he can't resist the intoxicating scent of danger 
surrounding her. 

Song for Sophia  
Book 1 in the Rougemont series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-2012 National Reader's Choice Award Winner 
-2012 RWA Golden Heart Finalist 
-Author's Web site: moriahdensley.com 
-Author's residence: Las Vegas, NV 

Bestselling historical and paranormal romance 
author Moriah Densley has received the National 
Readers' Choice Award in historical romance and 
has been named a finalist for Romantic Writers 
of America's Golden Heart Award and the National 
Readers' Choice Award for Best First Book. She 
lives in Las Vegas. 
 
Heather Wilds has appeared in numerous plays 
on the London stage to great critical acclaim. She 
has also performed in award-winning films, 
appeared on TV and in commercials, and works 
as an audiobook narrator and voice actress. 

Author(s): Moriah Densley 
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Unabridged 
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Praise:  
"The King of Threadneedle Street is one of the best historical novels I've read this year. Moriah Densley raised my 
expectations of the genre. I can't wait to read more!" -Rachel Van Dyke, New York Times bestselling author 
 
"Moriah Densley's writing draws you in so close, you feel as if you're standing right next to the characters, seeing 
through their eyes, feeling the slight breeze across your skin, experiencing everything that they do." -Ruth J. Hartman, 
bestselling author

In this captivating historical romance from award-winning author 
Moriah Densley, the impossibly wealthy Lord Preston wants the 
one thing money can't buy: the love of his childhood sweetheart.  
 
He owns three shipping companies, a diamond mine, and his own 
castle. He knows Portuguese, Hindi, Mandarin, and Morse code. His 
assets net thirteen million. 
 
Everyone thinks Andrew Tilmore, Lord Preston, the financial prodigy 
dubbed "The King of Threadneedle Street," has it all, but he wants 
the one prize money can't buy: his childhood sweetheart. 
 
Alysia Villier can't say if it's worse having Andrew's father in control 
of her inheritance or Andrew in control of her heart. He's ruined her 
for any other man, but she simply can't give in to him. She knows 
he's destined for great things-marrying a courtesan's daughter 
would jeopardize everything he stands for. 
 
Keeping Alysia out of trouble and away from eager suitors becomes 
a cross-continental quest for Andrew, and he won't be stopped by 
his old-fashioned family or the disapproval of the ton. After all, he's 
a man with the power to play newspapers and investors like pawns, 
tumble world markets and incite riots...but can he win the biggest 
gamble of his life? 

The King of Threadneedle Street  
Book 2 in the Rougemont series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Award winning author 
-Author's Web site: moriahdensley.com 
-Author's residence: Las Vegas, NV 

Bestselling historical and paranormal romance 
author Moriah Densley has received the National 
Readers' Choice Award in historical romance and 
has been named a finalist for Romantic Writers 
of America's Golden Heart Award and the National 
Readers' Choice Award for Best First Book. Moriah 
holds a master's degree in music. She lives in 
Las Vegas with her husband and four children. 
 
Heather Wilds has appeared in numerous plays 
on the London stage to great critical acclaim. She 
has also performed in award-winning films, 
appeared on TV and in commercials, and works 
as an audiobook narrator and voice actress. 

Author(s): Moriah Densley 
Read by: Heather Wilds 
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Praise:  
"Richly imbued with sizzling sexual chemistry . . . and deftly embroidered with irresistible wit, Silk Is for Seduction is 
guaranteed to be a hit on any reader's runway." -Booklist Starred Review 
 
"Carefully wrought personnae, beautifully handled sensuality, and lusciously seductive descriptions of the gowns-and 
everything else-make this another sparkling winner." -Library Journal 

New York Times bestselling author Loretta Chase presents the first 
in a new series about the love lives of dressmakers in Regency 
London. Contains mature themes.  
 
Brilliant and ambitious dressmaker Marcelline Noirotis London's 
rising star. And who better to benefit from her talent than the worst-
dressed lady in the ton, the Duke of Clevedon's intended bride? 
Winning the future duchess' patronage means prestige and fortune 
for Marcelline and her sisters. To get to the lady, though, Marcelline 
must win over Clevedon, whose standards are as high as his morals 
are...not. 
 
The prize seems well worth the risk-but this time Marcelline's met 
her match. Clevedon can design a seduction as irresistible as her 
dresses; and what begins as a flicker of desire between two of the 
most passionately stubborn charmers in London soon ignites into a 
delicious inferno...and a blazing scandal. 
 
And now both their futures hang by an exquisite thread of silk... 

Silk Is for Seduction  
Book 1 in the Dressmakers series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Booklist starred review 
-2012 RITA Finalist 
-New York Times bestselling author 
-National print advertising in RT Book Reviews and 
BookPage 
-Targeted online promotion 
-Author's Web site: LorettaChase.com 

Loretta Chase is the New York Times bestselling 
author of numerous novels, including Lord of 
Scoundrels and Scandal Wears Satin. She has also 
won a Romance Writers of America's RITA. 
Loretta lives in the United States. 
 
Stage actress Kate Reading has been a freelance 
narrator for over twenty years. She has received 
multiple Audie Awards and nominations, as well 
as numerous Earphones Awards from AudioFile 
magazine, which has named her Narrator of the 
Year and, for two years running, Best Voice in 
Science Fiction and Fantasy. 

Author(s): Loretta Chase 
Read by: Kate Reading 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Avon Books 06/28/2011 
Running Time: 11 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/09/2014 
Trade | 9781494501112 | 9 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494531119 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494551117 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 
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Praise:  
"Flawless pacing, effervescent wit, and nonstop humor that ranges from subtle to outright hilarious come together in a 
satisfying, delectably descriptive romp." -Library Journal Starred Review 
 
"Chase once again creates the fictional equivalent of haute couture . . . dressing the whole thing up in a dazzling 
combination of irresistible wit and seductive passion that is the essence of romance." -Booklist Starred Review 

A dress is a weapon. It must dazzle his eye, raise his 
temperature...and empty his purse. Contains mature themes.  
 
A blue-eyed innocent on the outside and a shark on the inside, 
dressmaker Sophy Noirot could sell sand to Bedouins. Selling 
Maison Noirot's beautiful designs to aristocratic ladies is a little 
harder, especially since a recent family scandal has made an 
enemy of one of society's fashion leaders. Turning scandal to the 
shop's advantage requires every iota of Sophy's skills, leaving her 
little patience for a big, reckless rake like the Earl of Longmore. 
The gorgeous lummox can't keep more than one idea in his head 
at a time, and his idea is taking off all of Sophy's clothes. 
 
But when Longmore's sister, Noirot's wealthiest, favorite customer, 
runs away, Sophy can't let him bumble after her on his own. In hot 
pursuit with the one man who tempts her beyond reason, she finds 
desire has never slipped on so smoothly... 

Scandal Wears Satin  
Book 2 in the Dressmakers series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Library Journal and Booklist starred reviews 
-New York Times bestselling author 
-National print advertising in RT Book Reviews and 
BookPage 
-Targeted online promotion 
-Author's Web site: LorettaChase.com 

Loretta Chase is the New York Times bestselling 
author of numerous novels, including Lord of 
Scoundrels and Scandal Wears Satin. She has also 
won a Romance Writers of America's RITA. 
Loretta lives in the United States. 
 
Stage actress Kate Reading has been a freelance 
narrator for over twenty years. She has received 
multiple Audie Awards and nominations, as well 
as numerous Earphones Awards from AudioFile 
magazine, which has named her Narrator of the 
Year and, for two years running, Best Voice in 
Science Fiction and Fantasy. 

Author(s): Loretta Chase 
Read by: Kate Reading 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Avon Books 06/26/2012 
Running Time: 10 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/30/2014 
Trade | 9781494501129 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494531126 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494551124 | 1 CD | $29.99 
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Praise:  
"Michels' fresh and funny debut will delight readers with its endearing characters and infectious mix of sweet yet sexy 
romance and realistic yet wry wit." -Booklist Starred Review 
 
"Michels's fast-paced debut is sweet and rarely explicit, and she accurately depicts the difficulties faced by 19th-
century aristocratic women." -Publishers Weekly 

When Lillian stole from the Duke of Thornwood, little did she know 
how much he dares to enjoy his revenge.  
 
Lillian Phillips could not imagine how her quiet, simple life had 
come to this. Blackmailed by the Mad Duke of Thornwood into 
accepting one wild dare after another...all because of a pocket 
watch. Desperate to recover her beloved father's pawned timepiece, 
Lily did something reckless and dangerous and delicious-something 
that led to a night she'd never forget. 
 
When Devon Grey, Duke of Thornwood, runs into a mesmerizing, 
intoxicating, thieving woman who literally stole from his 
bedchamber-with his new pocket watch-Devon plots his revenge. If 
the daring wench likes to play games, he's happy to oblige. After 
all, what's the ruse of being the Mad Duke if you can't have some 
fun? But the last laugh might just be on him . . . 

Must Love Dukes  
Book 1 in the Tricks of the Ton series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Booklist starred review 
-For fans of Sarah MacLean, Vicky Drieling, Kieran 
Kramer, and Lynsay Sands 
-Author's Web site: elizabethmichels.com 
-Author's residence: Missouri 

Elizabeth Michels is the author of the Tricks of the 
Ton series. She attended Park University where 
she graduated Magna Cum Laude with a B.A. in 
Interior Design. She now spends her days 
creating plots and concocting characters. When 
she is not typing as fast as human movement will 
allow, she is caring for her husband and son. 
Elizabeth lives in Missouri. 
 
An AudioFile Earphones Award winner, Alison 
Larkin is a classically trained actress who has 
appeared on Broadway with the Royal National 
Theater and Off-Broadway with the Royal 
Shakespeare Company. Her bestselling novel The 
English American made the top ten list of best 
author audiobook narrations of all time. 

Author(s): Elizabeth Michels 
Read by: Alison Larkin 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Sourcebooks Casablanca 02/04/2014 
Running Time: 10 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/29/2014 
Trade | 9781494501426 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494531423 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494551421 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



In Katie Ashley's second installment of the Runaway Train series, 
AJ falls for Mia, who suddenly leaves after one night of passion. 
When they meet up again, decisions must be made and lives will be 
altered forever.  
 
After years of bad relationships and a cheating ex-fiancé, twenty-
eight-year-old Mia Martinelli prefers healing her patients' hearts on 
the Cardiac Care floor rather than risking having her heart broken 
again. But that all comes to a screeching halt when caring for the 
head roadie for Runaway Train puts her into the orbit of drummer 
and Latin Lover, AJ Resendiz. After a scorching weekend of steamy 
passion, Mia's intention of getting out with her heart unscathed is 
challenged by the stud with the wicked sense of humor, especially 
when he wants to continue seeing her. But when the harsh reality of 
AJ's hoard of female admirers sends her insecurities into overdrive, 
Mia bails, leaving him handcuffed to his bathroom shower. 
 
AJ never imagined that after two weeks of the best sex and female 
companionship he'd ever experienced, he would need rescued by 
his band mates from his shower prison. Although he tries to forget 
the sensual brunette whose curves made his mouth water, AJ can't 
get her out of his mind...or his heart. Months later when he finally 
seeks Mia for answers as to why she left, nothing could prepare him 
for their life-altering reunion. 
 
Can AJ prove to Mia that regardless of the women after his body, 
his heart belongs only to her? 

Beat of the Heart  
Book 2 in the Runaway Train series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling series 
-Author's Web site: katieashleybooks.com 
-Author's residence : Atlanta, GA 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Music of the Heart 9781452612348 Ashley, Katie October 2013 $39.99
The Proposal 9781452612331 Ashley, Katie April 2013 $34.99
The Proposition 9781452612324 Ashley, Katie April 2013 $34.99

Katie Ashley is a pseudonym for Krista Ashe, the 
New York Times bestselling author of The Proposal, 
The Proposition, and Nets and Lies, along with 
several young adult titles. 
 
Justine O. Keef's sultry voice, keen 
characterizations, and spirit of discovery make 
her a top pick for narrating erotic prose. 
 
Luke Daniels has worked professionally as a 
director, teacher, audiobook narrator, and voice-
over, commercial, and industrial actor. He has 
performed at many repertory theaters across the 
United States, including the Utah Shakespearean 
Festival and the Connecticut Repertory Theatre. 

Author(s): Katie Ashley 
Read by: Justine O. Keef, Luke Daniels 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Createspace 10/15/2013 
Running Time: 11 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/30/2014 
Trade | 9781452619248 | 9 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649245 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669243 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
EROTICA



In the first book in the Doms of Her Life series, Raine delves into 
the world of BDSM, fighting her love for her boss, Hammer, and her 
attraction to his friend Liam. Contains mature themes.  
 
Raine Kendall has been in love with her boss, Macen Hammerman, 
for years. Determined to make the man notice that she's a grown 
woman with desires and needs, she pours out her heart and offers 
her body to him, only to be crushingly rejected. But when his friend, 
very single, very sexy Liam O'Neill watches the other Dom refuse to 
act on his obvious feelings for Raine, he resolves to step in and do 
whatever it takes to help Hammer find happiness again, even 
rousing his friend's possessive instincts by making the girl a 
proposition too tempting to refuse. But he never imagines that he'll 
end up falling for her himself. 
 
Hammer has buried his lust for Raine for years. After rescuing the 
budding runaway from an alley behind his exclusive BDSM 
Dungeon, he has come to covet the pretty submissive. But tragedy 
has taught him that he can never be what she needs. So he 
watches over her while struggling to keep his distance. Liam's crafty 
plan blindsides Hammer, especially when he sees how determined 
his friend is to possess Raine for his own. Hammer isn't ready to 
give the lovely submissive over to any other Dom, but can he heal 
from his past and fight for her? Or will he lose Raine if she truly 
gives herself-heart, body, and soul-to Liam? 

One Dom to Love  
Book 1 in the Doms of Her Life series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Black is a New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author 
-Authors' Web sites: Black, shaylablack.com; 
Jacob, jennajacob.com; LaPearl, 
isabellalapearl.com 
-Authors' residence: Black, Texas; Jacob, Kansas 

Shayla Black is a pseudonym for Shelley Bradley, 
the New York Times bestselling author of over 
thirty romance novels, including the Doomsday 
Brethren series and the Sexy Capers books. 
 
Jenna Jacob has written several erotic romance 
novels and seeks to portray dominance and 
submission with a passionate and comprehensive 
voice. She is a lover of music, cooking, and 
camping. 
 
Isabella LaPearl is author of other works including 
the Quickening series and "Connexions". 
 
Christian Fox is a seasoned veteran for erotica 
narration. 

Author(s): Shayla Black, Jenna Jacob, Isabella LaPearl 
Read by: Christian Fox 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Self-Published 12/24/2012 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: North America 
Publication Date: 04/21/2014 
Trade | 9781494500429 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494530426 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550424 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Murder and rival mob families connect Emma and Carter Reed in 
Tijan's thrilling novel.  
 
Emma decided to skip the gym and went home early. It was the 
last easy decision she made because she found her roommate 
being raped by the boyfriend. She had two choices. Call the cops 
and be killed by his family's mafia connections or kill him first and 
hope to survive. There was no choice to her. She killed the bastard 
first and went to the one person who could protect her: Carter Reed. 
He's a weapon for the rivaling mafia family, but he's also Emma's 
secret. Not only was he best friends with her brother, but she's the 
reason he became that weapon in the first place. 

Carter Reed 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Amazon besteller 
-Author's blog: tijan13.livejournal.com 

Tijan is the author of several romance novels, 
including the Fallen Crest series, the BS series, 
and the Jaded series. 
 
Lucy Rivers is a seasoned narrator for erotica and 
books on human sexuality. 

Author(s): Tijan 
Read by: Lucy Rivers 
Category: FICTION/Erotica 
Print Publisher: Self-Published 10/02/2013 
Running Time: 10 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/15/2014 
Trade | 9781494500207 | 8 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494530204 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550202 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



In Ella Frank's sexy debut novel, a gorgeous doctor meets the one 
man who can break down the walls to her closely guarded heart.  
 
Tormented by self-imposed guilt, Dr. Lena O'Donnell has spent the 
last nine years in survival mode. Struggling through days that seem 
to blend together and battling her way through each horrifying 
night, she's determined that this is what she deserves... 
 
Mason Langley's life is going exactly the way he planned it, until 
her. A confirmed bachelor and the successful owner of the hottest 
restaurant to hit Chicago, he never expected to be blindsided by an 
angry woman in a pair of scrubs. No matter how hard he tries, he 
can't seem to shake the doctor, and he finds himself liking the way 
she makes him feel. 
 
Almost overnight Lena finds her world turned upside down by Mason 
and the sexual desire they discover together. Slowly she lowers her 
guard and invites him inside but when tragedy strikes she begins to 
believe that sometimes it's better to be alone and safe than to love 
and lose... 

Exquisite  
Book 1 in the Exquisite series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Author's residence: Southern US 
-Author's blog: ellafrank30.wordpress.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Entice 9781494500467 Frank, Ella April 2014 $42.99

Ella Frank is the author of the Exquisite series, 
Blind Obsession, and Try. Ella lives in the South. 
 
Mackenzie Cartwright was born in New York City to 
two artist parents and traveled the world at a 
young age. A lifelong practitioner of the art of 
cooking, her other pursuits include devouring 
romance novels, watching the Food Network, 
traveling, and photography. 

Author(s): Ella Frank 
Read by: Mackenzie Cartwright 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Ella Frank 10/08/2012 
Running Time: 12 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/08/2014 
Trade | 9781494500450 | 10 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494530457 | 10 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550455 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Wow . . . Ella Frank knows how to pack a punch in her books." -Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews 

In the second installment of Ella Frank's Exquisite series, a doctor 
with impossibly high standards finds that the man of her dreams 
might just be the one who is completely wrong for her on paper.  
 
Dr. Shelly Monroe is a woman who doesn't shy away from going 
after what she wants, but lately good sex has been hard to find. 
Shelly's become increasingly frustrated with the men she's been 
dating and the men she believes are the right choice. 
 
Joshua Daniels is certainly not even close to the right choice. In 
fact, he is exactly the wrong choice. For one thing, he's Mason 
Langley's best friend and best man. Second, he's too much of a 
risky complication for Shelly to even consider. 
 
Then why can't she stop thinking about how delicious he looked 
that first night she met him at Exquisite? Why is it so imperative to 
keep her lusty desire for a man that doesn't meet her preconceived 
mold hidden from Lena and Mason, her trusted friends? 
 
It seems unreasonable that being with a man completely wrong in 
theory could somehow feel so right. Then why is it the more she 
sees him the more enticing he becomes? 

Entice  
Book 2 in the Exquisite series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Author's residence: Southern US 
-Author's blog: ellafrank30.wordpress.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Exquisite 9781494500450 Frank, Ella April 2014 $42.99

Ella Frank is the author of the Exquisite series, 
Blind Obsession, and Try. Ella lives in the South. 
 
Mackenzie Cartwright was born in New York City to 
two artist parents and traveled the world at a 
young age. A lifelong practitioner of the art of 
cooking, her other pursuits include devouring 
romance novels, watching the Food Network, 
traveling, and photography. 

Author(s): Ella Frank 
Read by: Mackenzie Cartwright 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Ella Frank 01/29/2013 
Running Time: 11 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/22/2014 
Trade | 9781494500467 | 9 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494530464 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550462 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



In the latest MMA romance from Vi Keeland, Liv and Vince were 
each other's first love. When fate brings them together again, can 
their relationship survive? Contains mature themes.  
 
Liv Michaels is almost there. She's smart, determined and weeks 
away from landing the job she's dreamed about for years. Time 
healed old wounds, even her broken heart from the devastation of 
being crushed by her first love. 
 
Vince "The Invincible" Stone is every woman's fantasy...strong, 
sexy, confident, and completely in control. Growing up surrounded 
by chaos, he's learned never to get too attached. Love will drag you 
down. He adores women, treats them well, puts their own needs 
before his own...for the night anyway. With the biggest fight of his 
life coming up, his focus should be on training. 
 
When fate brings Vince and Liv back together again, there's no 
denying the chemistry is still there. But can Vince erase the old 
scars their past left behind? Or will Liv hurt him instead? 

Worth the Chance  
Book 2 in the MMA Fighter series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestseller 
-Author's Web site: vikeeland.com 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Worth The Fight 9781452619989 Keeland, Vi March 2014 $40.99

Vi Keeland is the New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author of Belong to You, Made for You, 
and First Thing I See. 
 
Tatiana Sokolov narrates a variety of fiction but 
especially likes saucy romances. 
 
Todd Haberkorn works professionally in Los 
Angeles as an actor, director, producer, and 
writer. As a narrator, he has won multiple 
Earphone Awards and has had the pleasure of 
narrating everything from a maritime thriller to a 
story about a bed-and-breakfast vacation spot 
for aliens. 

Author(s): Vi Keeland 
Read by: Todd Haberkorn, Tatiana Sokolov 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Createspace 02/17/2014 
Running Time: 8 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: US and Canada 
Publication Date: 04/08/2014 
Trade | 9781452619996 | 7 CDs | $40.99 
Library | 9781452649993 | 7 CDs | $77.99 
MP3 | 9781452669991 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



In the first entry in S. Q. Williams's FireNine series, Eliza, who has 
little experience with love or romance, begins a tempestuous 
relationship with Gage, the sexy lead singer of FireNine. Contains 
mature themes.  
 
Eliza Smith has never been the one to seek a relationship. She's 
never dated a guy in her life, never even hugged a man (outside of 
her father/manager of the hot and popular rock band, FireNine) but 
when she decides to spend her summer on tour with FireNine, it all 
changes. Eliza really gets to meet Gage Grendel-her former crush 
from high school and the lead singer of FireNine-and witness sides 
to him to which she'll begin to truly despise. 
 
She'll ignore him, she'll dislike his ways, she'll do anything to try 
and stay away from him until Gage finally gets her to slip up and 
give in. She agrees on a casual fling with Gage, but soon they'll 
both see how the fling will blur into something they can't control, 
and when it's finally time for Eliza to go and accomplish her own 
dreams, she'll know there's more she took from Gage than she 
ever thought possible. 

Who He Is  
Book 1 in the FireNine series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-S. Q. Williams is the pseudonym for Shanora 
Williams 
-Author's Web site: authorshanorawilliams.com 

S. Q. Williams is a pseudonym of New York Times 
and USA Today bestselling author Shanora 
Williams. Her books include the Obtained series 
and the Hard to Resist series. 
 
Veronica Meunch is a classically trained actress 
who fell in love with theater and storytelling as a 
child. 

Author(s): S. Q. Williams 
Read by: Veronica Meunch 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Createspace 07/30/2013 
Running Time: 12 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/08/2014 
Trade | 9781452619644 | 10 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649641 | 10 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669649 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



New York Times and USA Today bestselling author S. Q. Williams 
presents the second entry in her FireNine series.  
 
Eight months. 
 
That's how long it's been since Eliza last saw Gage, and they both 
feel as if they don't deserve one another's forgiveness. He screwed 
up. She walked away without looking back. They'll try and make up 
all the time they've lost with one another, that is, until they're 
facing the choices of either going their separate ways, or hanging 
on and fighting for dear life. 
 
The fights will be endless. The heartache will be real. The demons 
will return, and they won't back down without a fight. 
 
There are some who will do anything to keep true love apart, and 
those same people will dig deep into their demonic ways until Eliza 
and Gage are literally no more. 
 
Can Eliza and Gage overcome it all? Will they be able to face the 
true demons that are seeking to destroy them? Or will they just 
forget about everything they've worked so hard for and go their 
separate ways? 
 
Sometimes you have to go through struggles in order to reach an 
ultimate point of peace...but will their struggle be worth it? 

Who We Are  
Book 2 in the FireNine series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-S. Q. Williams is the pseudonym for Shanora 
Williams 
-Author's Web site: authorshanorawilliams.com 

S. Q. Williams is a pseudonym of New York Times 
and USA Today bestselling author Shanora 
Williams. Her books include the Obtained series 
and the Hard to Resist series. 
 
Christian Fox is a seasoned veteran for erotica 
narration. 
 
Veronica Meunch is a classically trained actress 
who fell in love with theater and storytelling as a 
child. 

Author(s): S. Q. Williams 
Read by: Christian Fox, Veronica Meunch 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Createspace 09/25/2013 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/22/2014 
Trade | 9781452619651 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452649658 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669656 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"With every new release by BJ Harvey I can see her writing evolving and she is really carving a niche for her stories. 
They are extremely fun and sexy and are a really light read that will leave your heart full and your face with a smile 
from ear to ear." -The Romance Cover 

In this contemporary romance from B. J. Harvey, a young woman 
discovers that the once-in-a-lifetime love she's been searching for 
has been in front of her the whole time. Contains mature themes.  
 
She watched her best friend find her superhero. Now she wants her 
turn. 
 
Despite a run of bad dates with Mr. Wrong, Mr. Boring, Mr. Bad 
Breath, Mr. Grabby Hands, and even Mr. Say I Love You After One 
Date to Get into Your Pants, Kate McGuinness is more determined 
than ever to find the one. Having tried everything else, she turns to 
the internet in a last ditch attempt to find her elusive prince. 
 
But Kate doesn't want an everyday, run of the mill love. She wants 
the kind of love that makes your heart skip a beat. The kind of 
love that makes you dance in the rain and bottle up the sunset. 
The once in a lifetime kind of love that authors write about, 
musicians sing about, and lovers dream about. 
 
Could a certain police officer in training, who has come to her 
rescue in the past, be the one to swoop in and save her heart? 
 
What if the love Kate desperately seeks has been in front of her 
the whole time? She just needs to open her eyes to see it . . . 

True Bliss  
Book 2 in the Bliss series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Amazon bestselling author 
-Author's residence: New Zealand 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Temporary Bliss 9781452619897 Harvey, B. J. March 2014 $37.99

BJ Harvey is the Amazon bestselling author of the 
Bliss romantic comedy series and the Lost 
romantic suspense series. She lives in New 
Zealand. 
 
Lucy Rivers is a seasoned narrator for erotica and 
books on human sexuality. 
 
Christian Fox is a seasoned veteran for erotica 
narration. 

Author(s): B. J. Harvey 
Read by: Lucy Rivers, Christian Fox 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: B.J. Harvey 11/24/2013 
Running Time: 8 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/08/2014 
Trade | 9781452619903 | 7 CDs | $37.99 
Library | 9781452649900 | 7 CDs | $77.99 
MP3 | 9781452669908 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Intense, well plotted, and very readable, this title should fly into the hands of every paranormal reader out there." -
Booklist 
 
"[The] drama and angst . . . will keep female teen soap opera fans transfixed." -VOYA 

The first installment in a new series by USA Today bestselling 
author Jennifer L. Armentrout promises excitement, romance, and 
a deadly kiss.  
 
Seventeen-year-old Layla just wants to be normal. But with a kiss 
that kills anything with a soul, she's anything but normal. Half 
demon, half gargoyle, Layla has abilities no one else possesses. 
 
Raised among the Wardens-a race of gargoyles tasked with hunting 
demons and keeping humanity safe-Layla tries to fit in, but that 
means hiding her own dark side from those she loves the most. 
Especially Zayne, the swoon-worthy, incredibly gorgeous and 
completely off-limits Warden she's crushed on since forever. 
 
Then she meets Roth-a tattooed, sinfully hot demon who claims to 
know all her secrets. Layla knows she should stay away, but she's 
not sure she wants to-especially when that whole no-kissing thing 
isn't an issue, considering Roth has no soul. 
 
But when Layla discovers she's the reason for the violent demon 
uprising, trusting Roth could not only ruin her chances with 
Zayne...it could brand her a traitor to her family. Worse yet, it could 
become a one-way ticket to the end of the world. 

White Hot Kiss  
Book 1 in the Dark Elements series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-National print advertising 
-Promotion at BEA, ALA, PLA 
-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: jenniferarmentrout.com 
-Author's residence: West Virginia 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Elixir 9781452619804 Armentrout, Jennifer L. April 2014 $24.99
Deity 9781452619798 Armentrout, Jennifer L. April 2014 $42.99
Pure 9781452619781 Armentrout, Jennifer L. March 2014 $42.99
Half-Blood 9781452619774 Armentrout, Jennifer L. March 2014 $42.99

Jennifer L. Armentrout is the USA Today 
bestselling author of the Covenant series and the 
Lux series. 
 
Saskia Maarleveld is an experienced audiobook 
narrator and voice-over actress based in New York 
City. Raised in New Zealand and France, she is 
highly skilled with accents and dialects, and her 
voice can also be heard in animation, video 
games, and commercials. 

Author(s): Jennifer L. Armentrout 
Read by: Saskia Maarleveld 
Category: JUVENILE FICTION/Love & Romance 
Print Publisher: Harlequin Teen 02/25/2014 
Running Time: 11 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/22/2014 
Trade | 9781494501273 | 9 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781494531270 | 9 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494551278 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 

cmcneil
Typewritten Text
YA/NEW ADULT



In the third novel of Jennifer L. Armentrout's Covenant series, 
Alexandria's Awakening draws ever near. She'll have to choose 
between love and fate, or all that she holds dear may be gone 
forever.  
 
Alexandria isn't sure she's going to make it to her eighteenth 
birthday, the day of her Awakening. A long-forgotten, fanatical 
order is out to kill her, and if the Council ever discovers what she 
did in the Catskills, she's a goner...and so is Aiden. 
 
If that's not freaky enough, whenever Alex and Seth spend time 
"training", which really is just Seth's code word for some up-close 
and personal one-on-one time, she ends up with another mark of 
the Apollyon. This brings her one step closer to Awakening ahead of 
schedule. Awesome. 
 
But as her birthday draws near, her entire world shatters with a 
startling revelation and she's caught between love and fate. One 
will do anything to protect her. One has been lying to her since the 
beginning. Once the gods have revealed themselves, unleashing 
their wrath, lives will be irrevocably changed...and destroyed. 
 
Those left standing will discover if love is truly greater than fate... 

Deity  
Book 3 in the Covenant series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-USA Today bestselling series 
-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: jenniferarmentrout.com 
-Author's residence: West Virginia 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Elixir 9781452619804 Armentrout, Jennifer L. April 2014 $24.99
Pure 9781452619781 Armentrout, Jennifer L. March 2014 $42.99
Half-Blood 9781452619774 Armentrout, Jennifer L. March 2014 $42.99
Daimon 9781452619767 Armentrout, Jennifer L. March 2014 $19.99

Jennifer L. Armentrout is the USA Today 
bestselling author of the Covenant series and the 
Lux series. 
 
Justine Eyre is a classically trained actress who 
has narrated over two hundred audiobooks. With 
a prestigious Audie Award and four AudioFile 
Earphones Awards under her belt, Justine is 
multilingual and is known for her great facility 
with accents. Her recent television credits include 
Two and a Half Men and Mad Men. 

Author(s): Jennifer L. Armentrout 
Read by: Justine Eyre 
Category: JUVENILE FICTION/Love & Romance 
Print Publisher: Spencer Hill Press 11/06/2012 
Running Time: 12 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/22/2014 
Trade | 9781452619798 | 10 CDs | $42.99 
Library | 9781452649795 | 10 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781452669793 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



In this Covenant novella from USA Today bestselling author 
Jennifer L. Armentrout, Aiden St. Delphi risks the wrath of the 
gods for wanting to save Alex. Contains mature themes.  
 
Aiden St. Delphi will do anything to save Alex. Even if it means 
doing the one thing he will never forgive himself for. Even if it 
means making war against the gods. 

Elixir  
Book 3.5 in the Covenant series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-USA Today bestselling series 
-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: jenniferarmentrout.com 
-Author's residence: West Virginia 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Deity 9781452619798 Armentrout, Jennifer L. April 2014 $42.99
Pure 9781452619781 Armentrout, Jennifer L. March 2014 $42.99
Half-Blood 9781452619774 Armentrout, Jennifer L. March 2014 $42.99
Daimon 9781452619767 Armentrout, Jennifer L. March 2014 $19.99

Jennifer L. Armentrout is the USA Today 
bestselling author of the Covenant series and the 
Lux series. 
 
Justine Eyre is a classically trained actress who 
has narrated over two hundred audiobooks. With 
a prestigious Audie Award and four AudioFile 
Earphones Awards under her belt, Justine is 
multilingual and is known for her great facility 
with accents. Her recent television credits include 
Two and a Half Men and Mad Men. 

Author(s): Jennifer L. Armentrout 
Read by: Rob Shapiro 
Category: JUVENILE FICTION/Love & Romance 
Print Publisher: Spencer Hill Press 11/27/2012 
Running Time: 3 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/23/2014 
Trade | 9781452619804 | 3 CDs | $24.99 
Library | 9781452649801 | 3 CDs | $53.99 
MP3 | 9781452669809 | 1 CD | $19.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise:  
"Shelly Crane manages to capture the darkness of pain, loss, and struggle and somehow weave [it] into a beautiful 
romance!" -The YA Bookworm Blogger 
 

Maya and Milo learn that love has the power to heal all wounds in 
this heartwarming romance from New York Times bestselling 
author Shelly Crane.  
 
Milo is trouble. He lives it, breathes it. He embraces anything that 
numbs and takes his mind somewhere else, a world where his 
mother is herself and not just a shell, and his brother didn't almost 
kill her, severing any relationship they had. But more importantly, 
Milo drowns out the guilt for leaving his mother and not being able 
to forgive his brother. He drowns his pride and moves on to another 
girl and another party, pretending that life isn't moving on around 
him and he's stuck in the same place. He's stuck in the past and 
doesn't know how to let go. 
 
Maya is trouble. She's done the party scene and has had her fair 
share of close calls and handcuffs. Not the kinky kind. She's so 
over it all and fought like hell for that life to let go so she could 
move on. She now works as a teen counselor. Her life is better, but 
her life is empty. She has no one but her brother in the whole world 
left and he's sick with a disease that no medicine can cure. 

Wide Open  
Book 2 in the Wide Awake series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: shellycrane.blogspot.com 
-Author's residence: Georgia 

Title ISBN13 Author - Primary Date - Publication Price - U.S.
Independence 9781452618135 Crane, Shelly February 2014 $32.99
Defiance (Includes Reverence novella) 9781452618128 Crane, Shelly February 2014 $40.99
Accordance 9781452618111 Crane, Shelly January 2014 $40.99
Significance 9781452618104 Crane, Shelly December 2013 $40.99

Shelly Crane is the New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author of the Significance series, the 
Devoured series, and the Collide series, among 
other titles. 
 
Emily Durante has narrated the Midnight Twins 
trilogy by Jacquelyn Mitchard, Casting Off by Nicole 
R. Dickson, and Smooth Talking Stranger by Lisa 
Kleypus, and directed the Earphones Award-
winning performance of Heaven's Keep narrated by 
Buck Schirner. 
 
Sean Crisden is a multitalented actor and an 
AudioFile Earphones Award-winning narrator who 
has recorded audiobooks in almost every genre, 
from science fiction to romance. He has also 
voiced characters in numerous video games and 
appeared in many commercials and films, 
including The Last Airbender. 

Author(s): Shelly Crane 
Read by: Emily Durante, Sean Crisden 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Self Published  
Running Time: 8 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/22/2014 
Trade | 9781452615820 | 7 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781452645827 | 7 CDs | $77.99 
MP3 | 9781452665825 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise: 
 
"[Chanda] has a very imaginative and unique vision, and her books are different from all of the genre titles being 
published by the big houses right now." -Lovestruck Literary 
 
"She's by far one of the loveliest and most talented authors I've read . . . Chanda Hahn is a rocks star for releasing 
UnEnchanted to the world." -A Hardback Life 

After Mina saves her crush's life, she discovers that as a 
descendant of the Brothers Grimm, fairy tales and magic are all 
too real...and dangerous.  
 
Mina Grime is unlucky, unpopular and uncoordinated; that is until 
she saves her crush's life on a field trip, changing her high school 
status from loser to hero overnight. But with her new found fame 
brings misfortune in the form of an old family curse come to light. 
Mina is a descendant from the Brothers Grimm and has inherited all 
of their unfinished fairy tale business which includes trying to outwit 
a powerful Story from making her its' next fairy-tale victim. To 
break the fairy tale curse on her family and make these deadly 
occurrences stop, Mina must finish the tales until the very Grimm 
end. 

UnEnchanted  
Book 1 in the An Unfortunate Fairy Tale series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Author's Web site: chandahahn.com 
-Author's residence: Oregon 

Chanda Hahn is the bestselling and award-
winning author of the An Unfortunate Fairy Tale 
and Iron Butterfly series. She's one of Amazon's 
top 100 customer favorite authors, and her 
novels are bestsellers in five countries. Chanda 
lives in Oregon with her family. 
 
Khristine Hvam is a professional voice artist 
whose work includes audiobooks, video games, 
and voice-overs. Among her narrations are the 
Iron Fey series by Julie Kagawa and Dare Me by 
Megan Abbott. 

Author(s): Chanda Hahn 
Read by: Khristine Hvam 
Category: JUVENILE FICTION/Love & Romance 
Print Publisher: Createspace 04/18/2012 
Running Time: 7 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/23/2014 
Trade | 9781494500863 | 6 CDs | $38.99 
Library | 9781494530860 | 6 CDs | $71.99 
MP3 | 9781494550868 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



In the first novel in the Briarcrest Academy series, neither Nora 
and Leo want a serious relationship. However, their attraction to 
each other is hard to deny...and fight against.  
 
Born into a life of privilege and secrets, Nora Blakely has everything 
any nineteen-year-old girl could desire. She's an accomplished 
pianist, a Texas beauty queen, and on her way to Princeton after 
high school. She's perfect. Leaving behind her million-dollar 
mansion and Jimmy Choos, she becomes a girl hell-bent on 
pushing the limits with alcohol, drugs, and meaningless sex. Then 
she meets her soulmate. But he doesn't want her. 
 
When it comes to girls, twenty-five-year-old Leo Tate has one rule: 
never fall in love. His gym and his brother are all he cares 
about...until he meets Nora. He resists the pull of their attraction, 
hung up on their six-year age difference. As they struggle to stay 
away from each other, secrets will be revealed, tempers will flare, 
and hearts will be broken. 

Very Bad Things  
Book 1 in the Briarcrest Academy series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-Amazon bestselling author 
-Author's Web site: ilsamaddenmills.com 

Ilsa Madden-Mills is the author of the Briarcrest 
Academy series. She is a loving wife and mother 
to her two children and Viking husband. 
 
Shirl Rae is a seasoned narrator who can be 
heard on the Best Women's Erotica of 2006 
compilation. 
 
Sean Crisden is a multitalented actor and an 
AudioFile Earphones Award-winning narrator who 
has recorded audiobooks in almost every genre, 
from science fiction to romance. He has also 
voiced characters in numerous video games and 
appeared in many commercials and films, 
including The Last Airbender. 

Author(s): Ilsa Madden-Mills 
Read by: Shirl Rae, Sean Crisden 
Category: FICTION/Romance 
Print Publisher: Self-published 09/07/2013 
Running Time: 9 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/14/2014 
Trade | 9781494500702 | 8 CDs | $39.99 
Library | 9781494530709 | 8 CDs | $83.99 
MP3 | 9781494550707 | 1 CD | $29.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 



Praise: 
"Jen McLaughlin's debut in the New Adult genre is a gem that I thoroughly enjoyed and that kept me engaged from the 
opening pages." -USA Today 
 
"Who can resist a surfing Marine hero? Not me--go read this book!" -Monica Murphy, New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling author 

In the first novel of Jen McLaughlin's Out of Line series, Carrie 
meets Finn, who turns her world upside down. But will his secrets 
destroy their relationship? Contains mature themes.  
 
I've spent my entire life under my father's thumb, but now I'm 
finally free to make my own choices. When my roommate dragged 
me to my first college party, I met Finn Coram and my life turned 
inside out. He knows how to break the rules and is everything I 
never knew I wanted. A Marine by day and surfer by night, he 
pushes me away even as our attraction brings us closer. Now I am 
finally free to do whatever I want. I know what I want. I choose 
Finn. 
 
I always follow orders. My job, my life, depends on it. I thought this 
job would be easy, all the rules were made crystal clear, but when I 
met Carrie Wallington, everything got muddy. She's a rule I know I 
shouldn't break, but damn if I don't inch closer to the breaking 
point each time I see her. I'm ready to step out of line. And even 
worse? I'm living a lie. They say the truth will set you free, but in 
my case... 
 
The truth will cost me everything. 

Out of Line  
Book 1 in the Out of Line series 

Tantor Audio April 2014 Catalog 

-New York Times and USA Today bestseller 
-New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal
bestselling author 
-Pseudonym for Diane Alberts 
-#1 on the IndieReader Top Ten List 
-Author's Web site: dianealberts.com 
-Author's residence: Northeast Pennsylvania 

Jen McLaughlin is a New York Times, USA Today, 
and Wall Street Journal bestselling author. As 
Diane Alberts, she is the author of the Take a 
Chance series and the Honor Guard series. Jen 
lives in Northeast Pennsylvania with her family. 
 
Aletha George grew up in a home surrounded by 
romance-shelves of it, Avon, Ballantine, 
Harlequin-and the classic movies of the 1940s 
and '50s. She is a passionate reader, writer, and 
audiobook narrator. She believes in happily ever 
after. 
 
Nelson Hobbs lives on the sand with a classical 
guitar in one hand and a glass of sangria in the 
other. His voice resonates in this paradise which 
has led to the natural transition to audiobook 
narrator. 

Author(s): Jen McLaughlin 
Read by: Aletha George, Nelson Hobbs 
Category: FICTION/Coming of Age 
Print Publisher: Self-Published 09/10/2013 
Running Time: 7 hrs  
Unabridged 
Rights: World English 
Publication Date: 04/30/2014 
Trade | 9781494500580 | 6 CDs | $37.99 
Library | 9781494530587 | 6 CDs | $71.99 
MP3 | 9781494550585 | 1 CD | $24.99 

Key Marketing Points: 

Bios: 

Also by the author: 
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